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University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension in Lancaster County

“Helping Nebraskans enhance their lives through research-based education.”

Now is a Good Time to Start a 4-H Club!
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Farm Views . . . . . . . . 4

4-H offers a wide variety
of opportunities for you to discover your world, your community and yourself. YOU make
your own choices and set your
own goals!
The University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension 4-H
Youth Development Program
is open to all youth ages 5–18.
Through learning-by-doing,
youth gain practical skills and
develop life skills.
Families are encouraged
to help organize a new club
— which is a lot easier than
you may think! Starting a 4-H
club now gives plenty of time
for members to work on projects for next year’s county and
state fairs.
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Be Yard Smart:
A Guide to
Environmental
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Clubs range from 4 to 60
members and are led (or co-led)
by club leaders — often club
members’ parents. Parents are
encouraged to attend meetings.
Volunteers are the heart of
4-H. Adult leaders partner with
youth members to complete
projects.
Club leaders — Also
known as organizational leaders, club leaders coordinate
meeting times and agendas.
They also are responsible for
club enrollment information.
Project leaders — Clubs
may or may not have project
leaders who provide leadership
for speciﬁc projects.
Parent Volunteers — Also
known as assistant leaders,
provide valuable guidance to
youth.
Club ofﬁcers — Youth
members choose ofﬁcers to run
their meetings.

Over 150 Projects
Nebraska 4-H has more
than 150 project areas. Age-appropriate project manuals are
written by university experts.
Most project manuals have accompanying leader guides.
In most clubs, members
complete several projects a
year. Some 4-H clubs focus on
one particular project area, such
as rabbits. Many youth exhibit
their projects at the county and
state fairs.

4-H Staff Guidance
4-H staff provides guidance
and resources to club lead-

At the third meeting of the Happy Hearts 4-H Club, members started the Road to Good Cooking
4-H project by taking turns demonstrating safety in the kitchen.

ers. Here’s a look at Lancaster
County 4-H staff and their areas
of responsibilities:
• Tracy Kulm manages all
non-animal project areas. This
includes clothing, food, home
environment, engineering and
general areas.
• Deanna Karmazin runs the
4-H livestock project areas.
• Marty Cruickshank manages
the 4-H horse, rabbit and
poultry project areas.
• Mary Jane Frogge runs the
horticulture and conservation
project areas.
• Gary Bergman oversees the
Lancaster County 4-H program.
• Karen Evasco provides support to all 4-H areas.

Other Resources
Resource materials available to leaders include:
• Regularly-scheduled leader
trainings
• THE NEBLINE monthly newsletter 4-H pages
• Lancaster County 4-H Web
site at http://lancaster.unl.edu
• Nebraska 4-H web site at
http://4h.unl.edu
• Mailings to club leaders
• County and State Fair can
provide numerous ideas and
inspirations for projects!

To Get Started
If you would like to help
start a 4-H club, call Lancaster
County 4-H at 441-7180.

4-H Kick Off, Sept. 20
To learn more about the opportunities 4-H offers, attend
the 4-H Kick Off on Tuesday, Sept. 20, 6–7:30 p.m. at the
Lancaster Extension Education Center, 444 Cherrycreek Road
in Lincoln.
Several 4-H members will share completed projects.
Project manuals will be available for people to look through.
There will be time for questions and answers. Evening also
includes door prizes!

Spotlight on a New
4-H Club: Happy Hearts
Leia Noel and her sister, Jill Greff, grew up in Lincoln
County as members of the Sunﬂower 4-H club. Now they
have families of their own in Lincoln. “I really appreciated
the learning and social opportunities 4-H offered,” says Leia.
“My sister and I talked about how we wanted to raise our
kids and knew we wanted our kids to be in 4-H.
Leia says, “One thing I really like about 4-H is it forces
people — in a good way — to do a project correctly and to
ﬁnish it. My sister and I feel the 4-H manuals are really well
written.”
After asking around, they found four other families interested in starting a 4-H club. Leia contacted UNL Extension in
Lancaster County, and 4-H staff member Tracy Kulm assisted
Leia through the process of forming a club.
The Happy Hearts 4-H Club has 14 members ages 5
through 9. During their ﬁrst meeting, members elected ofﬁcers. All non-ofﬁcers were randomly appointed duties such
as ﬂag holder, pledge holder, etc.
“Extension’s materials on how to hold a business meeting were very helpful,” says Leia. “I typed out a script for the
club president to read. I think it helped her have conﬁdence.
Even the club secretary did a really good job taking minutes.
I was really impressed seeing the kids conduct a meeting.”
Tracy attended the club’s third meeting and answered
questions members and parents had. Leia says Tracy and 4-H
staff have been very helpful. “As a new leader, I feel I’ve
called Tracy regularly and she’s been extremely helpful. Next
year, it will be easier so I won’t have to call her as much.”
For clubs with younger 4-H members, Tracy advises
keeping meetings short — about an hour and a half. Happy
Hearts club meetings are divided into:
• Business meeting which runs about 10 minutes
• Project time runs about 30 minutes
• Snack and game time runs about 30 minutes.
Meetings rotate among the families’ homes — if weather
permits, meetings can be held outside. Prior to each meeting,
Leia gives club members little assignments to demonstrate
at the next meeting. “I want all members to get comfortable
speaking in front of the club.”
Together, the club worked on the 4-H project, “Road to
Good Cooking.” Additionally, each family completed other
4-H projects they were interested in. All members entered
exhibits at the Lancaster County Fair.
“It was very easy to start the club,” says Leia. “We
had motivated parents. 4-H really does take the support of
parents. When you see what your children are learning and
getting out of it, to me it’s worth the time.”

Horticulture

Garden
Guide

Things to do this month

By Mary Jane Frogge, UNL Horticulture Extension Associate
Plant peonies now, but make sure the crowns are buried only 1½ to
2 inches below ground level. Planting them deeper than two inches
may keep them from blooming.
Root cuttings from annual bedding plants such as begonias, coleus,
geraniums and impatiens. These plants can be overwintered in a
sunny window and provide plants for next year’s garden.
Before the ﬁrst frost, dig up caladiums. Allow them to dry and store
them in a dry place for the winter.
Perennial phlox can be divided about every third or fourth year.
Divide big clumps of perennial phlox into thirds. Early fall or early
spring are the best times to plant or transplant them.
Divide lily-of-the-valley.
Select accent plants for your landscape that will provide autumn
colors. Trees that have red fall color are ﬂowering dogwood, red
maple, sugar maple, Norway maple, red oak and scarlet oak.
Shrubs with red fall foliage include sumac, viburnum, winged euonymus and barberry.
Allow plants to ﬁnish the summer growth cycle in a normal manner.
Never encourage growth with heavy applications of fertilizer or
excessive pruning at this time. Plants will delay their dormancy process that has begun in anticipation of winter in the months ahead.
New growth can be injured by an early freeze.
Tree wound paints used after pruning are no longer recommended
as they can slow healing and may promote decay.
If pesky seedlings of woody plants, such as elm, mulberry, hackberry or maple are found growing in your yard, remove them as
soon as possible. If left too long, they will take over gardens and
other landscape plantings.
Rake up leaves, twigs and fruit from crabapple trees and dispose of
them in the trash to help control apple scab disease.
Water newly planted trees and shrubs to provide sufﬁcient moisture
and prevent winter damage. Add a two-inch layer of an organic
mulch such as shredded bark around the base of plants to retain
soil moisture and regulate soil temperature.
Wood ashes contain phosphorous, potassium and calcium. It can
be placed on vegetable gardens and ﬂower beds.
Save seeds from favorite ﬂowers such as marigolds by allowing the
ﬂower heads to mature. Lay seeds on newspaper and turn them
often to dry. Store the dry seeds in glass jars or envelopes in a
cool, dry, dark place.
Hot peppers will keep best if stored after they are dry. Thread the
peppers on a string to dry. Hang in a cool, dry place.
Pot up chives, parsley and other herbs to extend the growing season in the house.
Pears should be picked at the hard-ripe stage and allowed to ﬁnish
ripening off the tree. The base color of yellow pears should change
from green to yellow as the fruit approaches maturity.

Gary A. Monroe, USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database

Silver or gray is an interesting color in the landscape.
Similar to white, silver has the ability to soothe and blend
with other colors.
There are many
plants that will
sparkle in your
garden. As an added
beneﬁt, many silver
foliage plants prefer
full sun with dry
soils, making them
excellent summer
tolerant performers
in the garden.
—Mary Jane Frogge,
Extension Associate
Lamb’s ear

J.S. Peterson, USDA-NRCS PLANTS Database

Garden Plants with
Silver Foliage

Harvesting and Storing Apples
Harvesting apples at the proper stage of development is the
ﬁrst step toward ensuring high quality garden produce that tastes
great and stores well. If picked prematurely, apples are likely
to be sour, tough, small and poorly colored; if picked overripe,
they may develop internal breakdown and store poorly.
To harvest apples correctly, you must be familiar with the
term “ground color.” Ground color is the color of an apple’s
skin, disregarding any areas that have become red. In red-fruited
cultivars, observe the portion of the apple facing the interior of
the tree. When the ground color of red cultivars changes from
leaf green to yellowish green or creamy, the apples are ready to
harvest. In yellow cultivars, the ground color becomes golden.
Mature apples with a yellowish-green background color are suitable for storage.
Apples that will be eaten immediately, may be ripened on
the tree. Apples that are to be stored, should be picked when
hard but mature, showing the mature skin color but with a hard
ﬂesh. Therefore, storage apples will be harvested before fresh
eating apples. Most apple cultivars have brown seeds when
ready for harvest. However, seeds may become brown several
weeks before proper picking maturity. When harvesting, do
not remove the stems from apples that will be stored. Be sure
to store only apples without bruises, insect or disease damage,
cracks, splits or mechanical injury.
Many cultivars of apples store moderately well under home
storage conditions for up to six months. Late-maturing varieties
are best suited to storage. These apples can be stored in baskets
or boxes lined with plastic or foil to help retain moisture. Always sort apples carefully and avoid bruising them. The saying
‘one bad apple spoils the barrel’ is true because apples give off
ethylene gas which speeds ripening. When damaged, ethylene
is given off more rapidly and will hasten the ripening of other
apples in the container. Store apples at around 40 F. When stored
at this temperature, apples may last for up to six months.
Apples often pass their odor or ﬂavor to more delicately
ﬂavored produce and the ethylene given off by apples can accelerate ripening in other crops. When possible, store apples
separately from other fruits and vegetables.
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Rose campion

Russian sage

Common Name

Scientiﬁc Name

Type

Height

Flower

Location

lamb’s ear

Stachys byzantina

perennial

12-15 inches

purple

full sun

white sage

Artemsia ludoviciana

perennial

2-4 feet

white

full sun

silver mound

Artemsia schmidtiana

perennial

15-24 inches

yellow

full sun

Russian Sage

Perovskia atriplicifolia

perennial

4 feet

purple

full sun

snow-in-summer

Cerastium tomentosum

perennial

6-8 inches

white

full sun

rose campion

Lychnis coronaria

perennial

30 inches

pink, purple,
white

full sun

lavender cotton

Santolina chamaecyparissus

perennial

1-2 feet

yellow

full sun

woolly thyme

Thymus pseudolanuginosus

annual

2-4 inches

pink

full sun

common stock

Matthiola incana ‘Annua’

annual

12-30 inches

white, blue, yellow,
pink, purple

full sun to
light shade

dusty miller

Senecio cinerasia

perennial

8-15 inches

yellow

full sun

edelweiss

Leontopodium alpinum

perennial

6-10 inches

yellow

full sun

Holiday Plants, Will They Bloom Again?
Anyone with a green
thumb who enjoys working
with plants will eventually be
tempted to save a plant after
the holidays with the intention
of trying to get it to re-bloom
the following year. This is not
difﬁcult, but there are a few
guidelines that need to be followed.

Re-blooming
Poinsettias

Many poinsettia cultivars
will keep their leaves and
remain attractive even in
summer. Often, the plants
are kept as a houseplant
through the remainder
of the winter and might
even be placed outside the
following summer. When
night temperatures become cool, 55 F to 60 F,
bring the plant indoors to a
sunny location. Beginning
approximately Sept. 25,
poinsettias need complete
darkness from 5 pm to 8 am
daily. Put a cardboard box or
bucket over the plant to provide
the “short day.” Lights from
any lamps will prevent normal
ﬂowering of an uncovered
plant. Continue this “short day”

treatment until the plant bracts
show color in late November.
Short days and 60 to 65 F night
temperatures are essential for
good bract development.

ing ﬂower bud development.
Flower buds will soon begin to
form and the plants will be in
full bloom in approximately 2
to 3 months.

Re-blooming
Christmas Cactus

Re-blooming
Amaryllis

This plant is very similar
to the poinsettia in that it needs
short days and cool temperatures to induce blooming. From
mid-September to mid-October,
bring the plants inside and begin covering them at night with

Christmas Cactus

a box so that they only receive
light for nine hours each day.
Night temperatures of 55 F will
also result in the development
of ﬂower buds. Reduce watering and withhold fertilizer dur-

These plants are often kept
after ﬂowering is done and
treated as a houseplant. They
will do very well outside during the summer. As danger of
frost approaches, bring the pots
containing the bulbs inside and
place them in a cool room.
Water lightly during this
period of rest. The bulbs
require a two to three
month rest period before
growth and ﬂowering will
begin again. Flower buds
should appear several
weeks after moving plants
to a warm temperature
and watering is resumed.
Bulbs with four or more
healthy leaves throughout the summer, should
be large enough to ﬂower;
those with less foliage may not
ﬂower. However, with proper
care, non-ﬂowering bulbs can
be redeveloped for blooming in
future years.
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Environmental Focus

Swarming Midges near Capital Beach
Control

Soni Cochran
UNL Extension Associate

During
swarming, adult
midges are attracted to lights.
Buildings with
outside lighting attract large
numbers of these
insects. If these
lights are around
vent openings,
air conditioning
units or windows,
the insects can
ﬁnd ways into the
structure. The next
day, dead midges
can be found on
window sills, possibly through the

Photo by Soni Cochran

Ask folks living on
the north side of Capital
Beach about midges,
and they’ll tell you more
about these non-biting
pests then you’ll ever
want to know.
It isn’t unusual for
midges to make an appearance around Capital
Beach in the summer.
Midge populations are dependent on water and the
lake provides a suitable
breeding site. However,
One day’s worth of dead midges near the window of a home
the recent draining and
located on the north side of Capital Beach.
renovation of the lake has
temporarily disrupted the
ecosystem of the lake and midge
the best conditions, they are larvae entire building.
populations have exploded.
for about four weeks and then
Avoid using unnecessary
they pupate for several days. They lights until 45 minutes after sunWhat’s a Midge?
down because 90 percent or more
emerge from the water surface
Midges look very similar to
much like a mosquito. Larval
of midge ﬂight activity takes place
mosquitoes, but cannot bite. Like
midges are very beneﬁcial because before that time. Keep curtains and
mosquitoes, the midge larval stage they are food for ﬁsh.
drapes drawn on windows.
Adult male midges gather in
Conditions in the Capital
lives in water. The adult females
lay eggs over open water or atswarms at dusk. Clouds of these
Beach area should improve to
swarms can be found in areas
more tolerable levels once the
tached to aquatic vegetation. The
eggs hatch in several days and the
protected from wind. Mating
lake’s ecosystem is re-established
young larvae drop to the bottom of occurs when females enter the
with ﬁsh and aquatic plants.
swarms. Once adults, midges only
For more information on
the water.
The larvae are scavengers,
live about a week. Over the winter, midges or other insect pests, visit
feeding on bottom debris. Under
they survive in the larval stage.
http://lancaster.unl.edu

Itch Mites Increasing in Oak Galls
Be Prepared for a Possible Itch Mite Outbreak

year’s epidemic where
thousands of Lincolnites
reported suffering itchy
red welts on their upper
Dave Keith, University of
torsos, necks and arms.
Nebraska–Lincoln (UNL) entoMost people were exposed
mologist, reports Pyemotes itch
to itch mites when spendmites may again be a problem in
ing leisure time outdoors
late summer and early fall.
or doing yard work. These
mites dropped from oak
UNL entomologists and colleagues from the Kansas State
leaves onto unsuspecting
victims.
University (KSU) and Pittsburg
Oak leaves infested with “left edge” galls
UNL and KSU traced
(Kan.) State University, have
(pictured) have the potential to be a source
found Pyemotes itch mites feedthe problem to the itch
for itch mites to emerge from.
ing on oak leaf gall maggots in
mites known by the scienLincoln and Manhattan, Kansas.
Burr oaks are not affected by this
tiﬁc name Pyemotes herfsi.
Researchers anticipate an increase
Itch mite bites usually are
gall insect and won’t produce
in mite populations inside these
mites. Early reports suggest that,
red, 1/4 to 3/4-inch in diameter,
galls throughout the remainder of
with a hard, raised “pimple” in
in some areas, galls are abundant
the summer.
the middle. The
again this year.
bites are usuThis summer,
• Wear an insect repellent. Check
ally found on the
the label and follow directions
UNL entomologists have disfor use.
victim’s neck and
sected oak galls
shoulders and on
• Take a warm shower and lather
to check for the
areas of the torso
well immediately after being
presence of mites.
where clothnear affected oak trees.
In June, the ﬁrst
ing ﬁts loosely.
• Don’t handle grass clippings or
mite was detected
The bites are
leaves with bare hands, and bathe
inside a leaf gall.
soon after doing yard work.
intensely itchy,
Since then, more
but scratching is
• After being outdoors, remove
mites have been
actually painful.
clothing immediately and don’t
found feeding on
Accordwear it again until after it’s
the gall maggots.
laundered.
ing to Alberto
Even though
Broce, KSU
• Use calamine lotion, benadryl
the numbers seem
entomologist, the
or hydrocortisone cream to help
low, this situation UNL Department of Entomology nearly invisible
reduce itching. Some sufferers
technician Rob Roselle checking
is worrisome bemites need to
have found benzocaine (cream,
oak leaf galls for itch mites.
cause populations
be in contact for
ointment or aerosol) to be helpof Pymotes itch
several hours
ful. Wash the site often with soap
before biting. Because the bites do
and use an appropriate antisepmites can increase rapidly. With a
population doubling time of two
not itch or get painful for about 16
tic to keep affected areas clean
days, Pyemotes mites can number
hours, many people do not know
and to promote healing. Don’t
they’ve been bitten until the next
scratch.
in the millions quickly.
Unfortunately insecticide
day.
As things look right now,
people spending time near leaf
Suggestions:
treatments of oak trees is of little
gall-infested oak trees will likely
• If you have oak trees lining your
value because mites are protected
street or in your yard, check trees inside the leaf gall.
be exposed to mites from late August until frost or even later.
for leaf edge galls. This includes Sources: Dave Keith, UNL and K-State
It could be similar to last
pin oaks, red and black oaks.
Research & Extension News
Photo by Jim Kalisch, UNL Department of Entomology

Barb Ogg
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Hands-On Termite
Applicator Training,
Sept. 28 & 20
University of Nebraska–Lincoln (UNL)
Extension is presenting a two-day termite
training for termite control applicators, home
inspectors, regulatory personnel and others.
This two-day training includes both classroom
presentations and hands-on termite treatment
of a house.
The workshop begins Sept. 28 with 7:45
a.m. registration at Lancaster Extension Education Center, 444 Cherrycreek Road in Lincoln. Classroom training begins at 8:15 a.m.
followed by outdoor training in the afternoon.
Sept. 29 begins at 7:30 a.m. with hands-on
training followed by classroom training in the
afternoon. The workshop concludes both days
at 5 p.m.
Topics include termite biology, termiticide
calculations, construction types, regulations,
termiticide effectiveness, baiting systems
and borate treatments, USDA and university
research. Participants will learn how chemicals
disperse in different soils at the Bayer Mobile
Lab. Presenters will represent UNL Extension
and Nebraska Department of Agriculture and
Industry. Industry professionals will include
B&G Equipment Co, Bayer Crop Science, Dow
AgroSciences and BASF.
Early registration before Sept.1 is $300;
at the door, $325. For more information or to
register, contact Barb Ogg at 441-7180.

Pollution Prevention
Participation
Katie Milius
UNL Partners in Pollution Prevention Intern
Everyone can agree pollution is bad, but the
question still lingers: What do we do about pollution?
Unfortunately, sometimes the answer is nothing. We all
know we should recycle our newspapers and clean
up oil spills, but in the last ten years, there’s been a
new kid on the block called Pollution Prevention.
The idea of pollution prevention is simple: if we
don’t create the pollution, we don’t have to worry
about how to clean it up. Generally, pollution prevention is used to help businesses avoid costly environmental problems, but this idea has wide reaching
beneﬁts. Pollution prevention can beneﬁt everyone
by conserving our natural resources, improving
health and safety and saving money.
Pollution prevention can be applied at home by:
using double-sided printing and photocopies; inspecting and maintaining appliances regularly; turning off
lights when leaving a room; using low-ﬂow shower
heads and toilets; car pooling; closing the shades in
the summer and opening them in the winter.
Pollution prevention is not the same as recycling.
Recycling is a reactive approach which deals with
waste after it is created, while pollution prevention
is a proactive approach which focuses on producing
less waste. This is not to say that recycling is any less
important, but pollution prevention is a different way
of managing waste.
Don’t forget whatever type or volume of waste
you create, it costs you money! So for everyone
concerned with the bottom line, you can save money
by practicing pollution prevention.
Throughout Nebraska, University of Nebraska–
Lincoln student interns are participating in a program
called Partners in Pollution Prevention (P3). The
interns help Nebraska businesses and provide them
with technical assistance reports which detail ways to
reduce waste.
Since 1997, interns have worked with 260
Nebraska businesses including farm cooperatives,
drycleaners, auto body shops, printing companies
and more. Based on responses from 43 business participants, following intern recommendations has the
potential to divert 3.7 million pounds of solid waste
from landﬁlls, reduce hazardous waste by 24,500
gallons and save $561,000 annually.
For more information about the program, contact
Bruce Dvorak at 472-3431 or go to http://www.ianr.
unl.edu/p3.
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Women in
Agriculture
Conference
Sept. 15–16

“Making the Critical Difference” is the theme of the 21st
Nebraska Women In Agriculture
Conference being held Sept. 1516 at the Kearney Holiday Inn in
Kearney.
Keynote speakers and topics
for the event include:
• Dr. JoAnne Owens-Nauslar —
“Secure Your Own Make First”
• Blenda Keylon — “Can You Hear
Me Now?”
• R. P. Smith — “Ruminations from
a Rhyming Rancher-Chewing on
Whatever Comes Up”
• Christine M. Burton, “Women’s
Voices: New Directions in Rural
Development from American To
Zambia”
The conference includes 24
workshops and three informal
group sessions. Workshops include:
• Rural Women, Rural Businesses
• The Kitchen Board Room
• Marketing 101: What You Need
to get Started
• Farm Analysis Solution Tools
Software
• Women’s Voices: Changing the
Direction of Your Community
Conference fee is $75 if paid
before Sept. 5, $85 after that. Fee
includes workshop materials, registration, breaks, lunch and dinner on
Thursday and lunch on Friday.
For more information or to
register, call 1-800-535-3456.
Conference presented by the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources – Department of
Agricultural Economics and UNL
Extension.

Scrap Tire
Collection
Sept. 24 & 25
Individuals will have an opportunity to get rid of scrap tires
that may have accumulated around
your place. Tires (without the
wheels) will be accepted Sept. 24
& 25 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at the
Shoemakers Truck Stop, 48th and
West O Street, Lincoln. Please have
a count of the number of tires you
are dropping off. Sorry, this opportunity is open to individuals only
— the grant specially prohibits tire
dealers.
This program is funded
through a grant from the Nebraska
Department of Environmental
Quality and hosted
by the Emerald
Sanitary Improvement
District
Number 6.
For more
information, call
476-3590.

Farm Views
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Harvest Safety Reminders
Tom Dorn
UNL Extension Educator
Harvest will soon be underway and
we will be into one of the busiest times
of the year for farmers. Long hours
and dangerous working conditions are
accepted as a normal part of the life of
a farmer but no one should become a
statistic for the sake of getting done a
day or two earlier.

Some Safety Tips for
Farmers

• Stay alert. Take breaks — get out of
the cab and walk around every few
hours.
• Shut down before working on a
machine. If the combine becomes
clogged, shut off the motor, not just
the header, before attempting to unplug it by hand.
• Know where your co-workers are.
Visibility is poor around large machinery. Many deaths are the result of

bystanders being run over or crushed
between machines.
• Never trust hydraulic systems when
working under a machine. Always
use a safety prop if you must work under a header or other heavy machinery.
• Never step over a rotating PTO. A
few extra steps to walk around the
tractor isn’t worth losing your life
over.
• Never stand on grain that is being
moved. Every year people “drown”
in grain carts and grain bins that are
being emptied.
• Keep grain auger grates and shields
in place.
• If you must move machinery on a
roadway after dark, have working
headlights and ﬂashing front and rear
warning lights.

Safety Tips for Rural
Residents

• Remember to be watchful on county
roads during harvest. A car going 50
mph coming up behind a farm imple-

ment moving at 15 mph closes at a
rate of over 50 feet per second.
• Don’t pull out in front of farm
vehicles. Heavily loaded trucks and
grain trailers can’t stop as quickly as a
passenger car.
• Watch out! Trucks and farm equipment may be entering the roadway
from ﬁeld lanes in places where you
wouldn’t normally expect them.
• Give them room. Eight-row headers
are over 25 feet wide and take up nearly all of a roadway. When overtaking
a combine, give the farmer time to see
you and to ﬁnd a place where he/she
can pull over and make room for you
to pass. Never try to pass a combine or
other implement on the shoulder of the
road and never attempt to pass until
the driver is aware of your presence.
• Harvest activity can disturb deer
causing them to be on the move during times of the day they are usually
lying down. Be especially alert for
deer during harvest.

Prepare Bins Before Harvest to Maintain
Grain Quality and Value
Tom Dorn
UNL Extension Educator
With harvest quickly approaching,
it’s time to prepare your grain bins and
equipment to limit insect problems and
potential loss of crop value in storage.
Grain harvested in Nebraska is essentially insect-free, but can become
infested by storage insects, which originate in or around the bin or in contaminated equipment such as combines and
grain augers.
Cleaning and preparing bins now
can help ensure grain insects don’t diminish the value of your harvest.
Since stored grain insects can invade new grain from infested harvesting
and handling equipment (combines, augers, etc.), it’s essential this equipment
be well cleaned. Carefully remove all
traces of old grain from combines, truck
beds, grain carts, augers and any other
equipment used for harvesting, transporting and handling grain. Even small
amounts of moldy or insect-infested
grain left in equipment can contaminate
a bin of new grain. Then clean grain
bins thoroughly, disposing of spilled,
cracked and broken grain and grain
ﬂour, along with the insects feeding on
such material. A simple broom and shop
vacuum are essential pieces of equipment in cleaning grain bins.
Remove old equipment, junk and
clutter around bins where insects and
rodents can hide. Make sure the bin is
insect- and rodent-proofed by plugging
holes, sealing bins, caulking and making
general repairs. Grain spilled near the
bin attracts insects and draws mice and
rats. Clean up and dispose of any spilled
grain several weeks before harvest. If
rats have tunneled under foundations,
use baits or traps to reduce or eliminate
them.
Tall weeds can harbor insects and
provide cover for rodents. Mow around
the bin site to remove tall grass and
weeds to reduce the potential for insect
and rodent infestation. If necessary,
re-grade the site so water readily drains
away from bin foundations. One cannot
always wait for the soil to dry before
loading or unloading grain from bin
sites. Make certain travel lanes have
enough rock or gravel to bear the weight
of heavy trucks or grain carts.

Landscaping should be maintained
well away from grain storage facilities.
Leave a four-foot wide strip of bare
gravel around the perimeter of storage
bins.
If you carry over or buy old crop
grain to mix with newly harvested grain
for livestock feed, be sure to watch for
insects in the incoming grain. If infested
grain is purchased, store it away from
the new crop and feed it as soon as possible.
It is important to store sound, clean,
dry grain. It may be advisable to screen
out broken kernals, trash and ﬁnes to
increase the quality of the ﬁnal storage
product. Eliminating trash will enhance
fumigation, should this procedure be
required later.
Stored grain insects cannot live
on extremely dry grain (less than 10%
moisture), however, it is impractical
to reduce grain moisture much below
minimum moisture levels necessary for
long-term storage. Insect activity and
reproduction are favored, by high grain
moisture (14 percent or more), especially when condensation and molds occur
and fermentation raises temperature in
the grain mass.
A bin of 19% moisture corn with a
starting temperature of 75 F can lose a
full market grade in about ﬁve days if
the aeration system shuts down, allowing the grain to heat and deteriorate.
Electrical system maintenance before
harvest can prevent costly downtime.
Wiring for fans and other electrical
components should be inspected for corrosion and cracked, frayed or broken insulation. Exposed wiring should be run
through waterproof, dust-tight conduit.
Avoid kinking the conduit, and make
sure all connections are secure.
Mice often nest in control boxes
where they are protected from predators.
They can strip insulation from wires for
nest material and their urine sometimes
causes corrosion on relays and other
electrical components. If rodent damage is found, clean and repair or replace damaged wiring, relays and other
electrical equipment. Open knockouts
in control boxes provide easy access for
mice. Snap-in knock-out plugs can be
purchased at hardware and home supply
stores.
Grain temperature can be manipulated by managing the aeration system.

Grain cooling can be particularly important in reducing insect reproduction
since insects are cold-blooded and not
active much below 55 F. Condensation of moisture in the grain mass is
prevented by slow cooling and gradual
reduction of the gradient between the
grain mass temperature and the outside
(ambient) temperature.
Fans, heaters and ducts should be
checked for corrosion and other damage
prior to use. Remove any accumulated
dust and dirt that may reduce operating
efﬁciency and be sure all connections
are tight to prevent air leaks that can
reduce operating efﬁciency.
Once empty bins have been thoroughly cleaned, a residual treatment
may be applied to bin surfaces to protect
incoming grain from insect infestation.
Follow label instructions carefully. The
following materials can be applied as
residual sprays to bin surfaces: Cyﬂuthrin and Chlorpyrifos methyl (Storcide),
Cyﬂuthrin (Tempo SC Ultra), premiumgrade malathion EC, Diatomaceous
Earth (many brand names) or (S)-Methoprene (Diacon II).
Note: Malathion is not effective
for some stored grain insects due to
resistance. Methoxychlor is no longer
labeled as a residual spray in stored
grain facilities in Nebraska.
For bins with false ﬂoors, which are
inaccessible for cleaning, Chloropicrin
(Chlor-O-Pic) and Aluminum phosphide
(Fumiphos, Fumitoxin, Phosfume,
Phostoxin, Weevilcide and others) can
be used as “clean-out” fumigants prior
to binning the grain. Other fumigants
could be used on empty bins include
magnesium phosphide and methyl
bromide.
Caution! Fumigants are dangerous,
restricted-use pesticides and may require
gas monitoring devices and respirator
protection for the applicator. It is highly
recommended fumigation be done by
a commercial pesticide applicator who
has been trained and certiﬁed by the
Environmental Protection Agency and
Nebraska Department of Agriculture in
safe fumigant handling and application
techniques. New in 2005: A written fumigation plan must be on ﬁle before fumigating. Call the Nebraska Department
of Agriculture (402-471-2394) for more
information. Refer to current labels for
speciﬁc details and instructions.
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Resting Pastures — the Key to
More Productive Pastures
Carl Neifert
Iowa State University Extension
Livestock Field Specialist
Giving your pastures a
three-week vacation between
grazing periods is a great way
to produce more forage for
livestock and produce a more
nutrient-rich pasture. This vacation, better known as rotational
grazing, allows a “rest” period
for pasture grasses and legumes
to recover and rebuild plant
vigor. There is, therefore, more
leaf area to capture sunlight,
and thus more solar energy
converted to plant energy.
As you rotate and rest
pastures, the number of pasture
plant species will increase and
create a more diverse plant
population. This will result
in more pasture productivity
throughout the grazing season.
Conﬁning animals to a
smaller pasture area for a
shorter time will encourage ani-

mals to graze a higher percentage of the available forage in
each pasture. It will also allow
the remainder of the pasture
to recover from grazing and
hoof damage and to regrow at
a faster rate. Animals, especially horses, are notorious spot
grazers if not forced to eat all
species in the pasture.
Electric fencing can make
light work of subdividing
grazing areas into paddocks so
that pasture plants can rest and
recover. Making water available to all paddocks can be
expensive.
Using temporary watering
systems (heavy duty garden
hose or plastic pipe above
ground) can make providing
water for each paddock a workable option. Be creative. Don’t
let current water resources or
current fences limit your efforts
to divide pastures into paddocks and rotationally graze.
A rotational pasture design
should ﬁt your land resources

and your management style.
Pastures don’t need to be uniform in size. Fences should be
placed by topography as much
as possible. Low wet areas
should be fenced separately
from hilltops. Similar vegetation should be fenced together.
The rate of rotation per paddock will vary, but the main
goal is to provide a three-week
rest period per paddock, before
returning to that paddock to
graze. Pasture rotation will
need to be faster in the early
spring when growth is lush.
Another goal is to not
graze plants too short. Begin
grazing cool season grasses
(orchard grass, brome grass) at
8–10” height and don’t graze
below 4” height. Begin grazing
bluegrass at 6–8” height and
don’t graze below 2”. Pasture
plants that have begun to ﬂower
or head out are done growing.
Those plants should be mowed
to stimulate new plant growth.

On-site Wastewater Certiﬁcation Trainings
On-site wastewater treatUniversity of Nebraska–Linment systems, such as septic
coln (UNL) Extension. If you
systems, treat about 25 percent
are not accustomed to taking
of the wastewater that is gener- written tests; if you are not
ated in Nebraska. Properly
routinely familiar with Title
installed and maintained on-site 124 (the on-site rules and regusystems are essential to prolations); if you are interested
tecting human health and the
in general industry practices
environment.
and the basic
reasons why
Certiﬁcation
Every on-site
of industry
those pracwastewater treatment tices are
professionals
is an important
necessary; if
professional in
part of assuring
you just feel
systems are cor- Nebraska must pass a uncomfortrectly installed.
able with the
certiﬁcation exam for idea of taking
Every
on-site wastespeciﬁc categories by a written test
water treatment
about your
December 31, 2005.
professional in
business
Nebraska must
and your
pass the Nebraska Departtechnical skills knowledge; if
ment of Environmental Quality you have employees working
independently on a job site then
(NDEQ) certiﬁcation exam for
a certiﬁcation training course is
speciﬁc categories by Decemfor you and your employees.
ber 31, 2005. There must be a
One course is scheduled
certiﬁed professional at every
active job site beginning Janufor each of the categories of
“pumper”, “installer”, and
ary 1, 2006. Are you ready?
On-site wastewater profes- “inspector” at ﬁve locations
sionals are invited to attend
across the state. Each course
will be one day long and will
one or more of the certiﬁcation
require preregistration and a fee
training courses offered by the

of $100 per person. Training
materials, breaks and lunch are
included.
Courses are sponsored by
the UNL Extension in partnership with the Nebraska On-site
Wastewater Association and
the NDEQ. For more information or a registration brochure,
go to http://wastewater.unl.edu
or contact Jan Hygnstrom at
472-9614.
For more information on
the NDEQ exam process, contact Mary Wilson at 471-4285.

Upcoming Trainings
INSPECTOR
Sept. 1 — Grand Island
Sept. 29 — North Platte
Oct. 27 — Mead
Nov. 17 — Norfolk
PUMPER
Sept. 27 — North Platte
Oct. 25 — Mead
Nov. 15 — Norfolk
INSTALLER
Sept. 28 — North Platte
Oct. 26 — Mead
Nov. 16 — Norfolk

Forestry Field Day, Sept. 24
“Planting Trees — Making the Good Life Better” is the theme for Forestry Field Day 2005, which will be held Saturday, Sept. 24 from 9:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. at the Horning State Demonstration Forest near Plattsmouth.
Admission to Horning State Demonstration Forest and all Forestry Field Day
activities is free. No pre-registration is required.
Horning State Demonstration Forest is located two miles south of
Plattsmouth on Horning Road. Signs will direct the way from U.S. Highways
73/75 and 34.
The 2005 program features ﬁve concurrent sessions in which professional foresters and other tree experts will demonstrate and discuss proper
tree planting techniques. Added attractions include educational booths and
exhibits, portable sawmill demonstrations, and portable post peeler demonstrations. Professional foresters will be available to answer questions.
Forestry Field Day 2005 is sponsored by the Nebraska Forest Service,
University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension, the Lower Platte South Natural
Resources District and the Nebraska Statewide Arboretum.
For more information, contact Dennis Adams at (402) 472-5822 or go to
http://www.nfs.unl.edu/NFSCalendar.htm.
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Upcoming Acreage
Insights Clinics
“Acreage Insights
— Rural Living Clinics” are designed to help
acreage owners manage
their rural living environment. This series of
seminars are presented
by University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension at various locations
in the state.
Pre-registration is $10
per person and must be received
three working-days before the program. Late registration is
$15 per person. For more information or to register, contact
extension at 441-7180 or go to the Acreage & Small Farm
Insights Web site at http://acreage.unl.edu.
The following seminars will be held in Lincoln at the
Lancaster Extension Education Center, 444 Cherrycreek
Road on Thursdays from 7–9 p.m.

Septic Systems • Sept. 15

Have you ever wondered what happens to wastewater when you take a shower or ﬂush the toilet? Maybe not
— unless it’s backed up into your house or surfaced in your
yard. This clinic will cover:
1) What happens to wastewater when it goes down the drain
2) How your actions — operation (O) and maintenance (M)
— affect your system’s performance. Lincoln clinic will
cover septic system and lagoon O and M.
Note: NebGuides will be available on design and installation, but these topics will not be addressed in the clinic.

Grapes •
Oct. 13
Steve Gamet,
UNL Viticulture
Technician, will
discuss topics
such as variety
selection, the
types of fencing
and equipment
needed for grapes,
the economics of
grape production, insect, disease and wildlife control for
grapes, and the marketing of grapes to wineries. Steve will
also answer your questions regarding grape production.

Woody Florals • Nov. 10

What are woody ﬂorals? Plants commonly grown in
Nebraska with decorative stems, such as curly willow or
redtwig dogwood, that are harvested for use in decorative
arrangements. Who buys them? Wholesale and retail ﬂorists.
Can you really make a proﬁt with these plants? Yes, you
can! Join us for this presentation by the Nebraska Woody
Florals group to learn the basics of this acreage enterprise,
including plant species, planting and growing requirements,
and harvesting techniques. Marketing and sources of plant
material will also be discussed.

Tree and Landscape Maintenance
Workshop, Sept. 29

The Nebraska Statewide Arboretum, the Nebraska Forest Service and
University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension are cooperating to conduct a series
of tree and landscape maintenance workshops across the state, including one at
the UNL Agricultural Research Center near Mead on Sept. 29 from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Registration begins at 8 a.m.
The workshops are intended for anyone who helps plant or care for trees
and important green spaces such as parks, school grounds, college campuses,
fairgrounds, golf courses, cemeteries, acreages, etc. Professional CEUs offered
for Certiﬁed Arborists, Turf-Care Professionals & Park and Recreation Professionals.
The workshops will provide the latest information on such topics as
weed/pest identiﬁcation and control, disease management, basics of tree and
shrub pruning, maintenance of landscape beds, effective mulching, and tips for
growing trees and turf in harmony. The workshops will include indoor classroom sessions, outdoor tours and hands-on demonstrations.
Cost includes lunch and educational materials: $35 if received by Sept.
16, $50 after. For more information or registration form, call 472-2971 or go
to http://arboretum.unl.edu/.
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Chill for Food Safety
Alice Henneman, RD, UNL Extension Educator

Here’s a quick treat to make for children coming home from
school and adults, too!
For quick and healthy snacks in reasonable portion sizes, try
homemade popsicles. Just ﬁll popsicle molds with your favorite
concoction. To unmold, brieﬂy hold base of mold under running
water to loosen the edges. Enjoy!
Here are some
easy ideas for ﬁllers
for popsicle molds:
• 100% fruit juice
(orange, apple,
pineapple, grape).
• Instant pudding,
any ﬂavor. Make
with skim milk according to package
directions.
• Your favorite
smoothie recipe.
The popsicles in
this picture are
made with the
smoothie recipe
below.

Peach-Raspberry Smoothie
(Serves 1)

Three common ingredients, unlimited variations and full
of healthy fruits and calcium-rich yogurt! This smoothie
recipe, courtesy of the National Cancer Institute’s Eat 5
to 9 A Day program, may become your favorite, too! For
more recipe ideas featuring fruits and vegetables, visit
http://www.5aday.gov
1 cup unsweetened, frozen raspberries
3/4 cup 100% orange juice (if you use frozen juice,
don’t forget to dilute ﬁrst)
1/2 cup fruit-ﬂavored, low-fat yogurt (try peach)
DIRECTIONS
Blend all ingredients well in blender and drink!
VARIATIONS
• Frozen strawberries, blueberries, mixed berries, mango
or peaches
• Pineapple juice, orange-tangerine juice and other 100%
juice blends
• Different yogurt ﬂavors

“Keep it cool” — check
your refrigerator temperature
to keep bacteria away — that’s
the message U.S. Department
of Agriculture is broadcasting
as part of its national campaign
to spread the word about ways
to reduce cases of foodborne
illness.
The refrigerator temperature should be 40 F. or below.
Recent studies show the risk of
listeriosis, caused by the bacteria Listeria monocytogenes,
could be reduced by two-thirds
if foods are chilled to a safe
temperature.

Use an Appliance
or Refrigerator
Thermometer
to Check the
Temperature

Most people assume
the internal refrigerator
temperature control
dial is good enough.
Only 30 percent
of consumers have
heard they should
use a separate tool
— a refrigerator
thermometer — to
check the temperature and only 20
percent of consum-

for Limited Resource Families

Zainab Rida
UNL Extension Assistant
Do you know mad apple
is another name for eggplant?
Eggplant is known by many
names. It’s known as mad apple
by Europeans; eggfruit by Australians; garden fruit by Africans, aubergine by English; and
betenjan by Middle Easterners.
While eggplant is considered
the number one vegetable in
the Middle East and Africa, it
is also one of Japan’s ﬁve most
important vegetables. Unfortunately, it is not popular in
the United States, particularly
in Nebraska. Eggplants in the
United States are pear shaped,
shiny, deep purple colors and
weigh about one pound. The
ﬂesh is creamy white and turns

mine if the refrigerator stayed
cold enough to keep foods
safe to eat or if they need to be
discarded.

BAC Down!
USDA’s Food Safety and
Inspection Service (FSIS) is
working with The Partnership
for Food Safety Education,
a non-proﬁt organization
that brings together
government agencies, industry
associations,
consumer
and public health
groups to
promote
the BAC
Down!
Campaign.
The BAC
Down! Campaign encourages
consumers to slow the
growth of harmful bacteria in
food by keeping refrigerator
and cooler temperatures in the
safe range — 40 F. or below.
Visit http://www.ﬁghtbac.org
for more tips.
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture May 2005 News Release http://
www.fsis.usda.gov/News_&_Events/
NR_051905_01/index.asp

The Cool Rules

Use This Tool To Keep
It Cool. Use a refrigerator
thermometer to be sure the
temperature is consistently 40
F or below.
The Chill Factor. Refrigerate or freeze perishables,
prepared foods and leftovers
within two hours of purchase
or use. Always marinate foods
in the refrigerator.
The Thaw Law. Never
defrost food at room temperature. Thaw food in the
refrigerator. For a quick thaw,
submerge in cold water in an

The Underappreciated “Mad Apple”
brown when cooked.
Eggplant is considered a
vegetable, but it is, in fact, a
fruit containing many valuable nutrients. USDA nutrition
facts show one-cup of boiled,
drained eggplant contains 35
calories and 2.5 grams of ﬁber.
It also can be counted on to
deliver plenty of vitamins and
minerals such as vitamins A, C,
K, and folate, and the minerals
potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, calcium and iron.
Eggplant has many medical beneﬁts, according to the
National Cancer Institute. It
contains phenolics, which potentially aid in preventing heart
disease and Alzheimer’s. It
might also slow down the aging
process. Researchers also found
consuming blue and purple
fruits and vegetables such as
eggplant may be beneﬁcial in
reducing the risk of cancer.
These foods potentially prevent
the oxidation of cells that lead
to cancer growth.
Unlike many vegetables

ers say they actually use one,
according to a recent national
study.
Relying on the “built-in”
refrigerator temperature control
dial is not effective. Instead,
use a separate refrigerator thermometer to check the internal
refrigerator temperature and
help keep food safer. If the
refrigerator thermometer
shows a temperature too high
— above
40 F. then
adjust the
refrigerator’s
control
dial.
You can
buy a
refrigerator thermometer
at many
grocery,
hardware or kitchen
specialty stores.
Using a separate
appliance or refrigerator thermometer
is especially critical
during power outages. Checking the
temperature is the
only way to deter-

and fruits, eggplant is not
harmed by cooking for long
periods of time, according to
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Therefore it
can be cooked in various ways
with or without skin, grilled,
roasted, stuffed, marinated,
boiled, baked, sautéed, braised,
steamed, fried, in a casserole, in stews, in soups or on
brochettes. Eggplants can be
served cold or hot, as a main
dish or as an appetizer, pickle
or dessert. To get a delicious
eggplant dish and to enhance
its ﬂavor, combine with tomato,
onion, garlic,
lemon juice
and herbs.
Eggplants are
available all
year in stores
and are in
season in
Nebraska in
July, August,
September
and October.

airtight package or thaw in
the microwave if you will be
cooking it immediately.
Divide and Conquer.
Separate large amounts of
leftovers into small, shallow
containers for quicker cooling
in the refrigerator.
Avoid the Pack Attack.
Do not over-stuff the refrigerator. Cold air must circulate
to keep food safe.
Rotate Before It’s Too
Late. Use or discard chilled
foods as recommended in the
USDA Cold Storage Chart

found at http://www.foodsafety.gov/~fsg/f01chart.html
Don’t Go Too Low.
As you approach 32 F, ice
crystals can begin to form
and lower the quality of some
foods such as raw fruits, vegetables and eggs. A refrigerator thermometer will help you
determine whether you are
too close to this zone.
Source: Partnership for Food Safety
Education at http://www.ﬁghtbac.
org/chill_facts.cfm

Eggplant Casserole
1 large eggplant, sliced into one-inch rounds
1 pound ground lean beef
1 large onion, sliced into one-inch rounds
3 tablespoons olive oil
1 ripe tomato sliced into one-inch rounds
1 teaspoon salt
1 green bell pepper, sliced into one-inch rounds
1 8-ounce can tomato sauce or 2 tablespoons of
tomato paste
DIRECTIONS
Roast eggplant slices or fry until golden brown (see
roasting method below). Brown meat along with onions;
season with salt. In a medium-sized glass baking dish,
place half of tomato slices in one layer, then half of
eggplant slices in another layer. Top with browned meat
mixture and a ﬁnal layer of eggplant. Pour tomato sauce
over casserole. Arrange remaining slices of tomato and
place bell pepper slices on top. Bake in a 350 F oven
approximately 20 minutes or until
bubbling and bell peppers on top are
softened. Serve with rice.
ROASTING EGGPLANT
Spray cookie sheet with nonstick
cooking spray. Place eggplant slices
in a single layer on a cooking sheet,
broil 5 to 6 minutes until golden
brown, turn on other side, spray with
nonstick cooking spray again and
broil another 5 minutes.
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Conserve Water with Proper Irrigation
A careful homeowner avoids
support zone watering. Zone watering means grouping plans with
under- or overwatering their
similar water requirements in the
landscape. However, many people
unintentionally overwater — which
same area of the landscape. Reneedlessly wastes water and can
member all shrubs, trees, ﬂowers
and turf in a given irrigation area
lead to foliage diseases. An estimated 75–85 percent of plant problems
or zone will receive the same
result from overwatering. An irrigaamount of water. The water contion system applying 1 inch of waserving value of buffalograss will
ter to an average size lawn* which
be defeated if it is in the same
irrigation area as trees needing
has already received sufﬁcient rain
wastes more than 3,000 gallons of
more water.
water — a year’s supply of drinking
AVOID RUN-OFF — You
water for 17 people.
want water on the plants, not
CHOOSE APPROPRIATE
down the gutter. Careful location
Trees, shrubs and ﬂowers are best served by drip and
of emitters may not be enough
IRRIGATION SYSTEM —
soaker hose irrigation systems.
Choose the appropriate irrigation
to minimize run-off. You may
turf. If you install a sprinkler system,
need to reshape land to reduce
system and then install and maintain
the rate and uniformity of the applicaslopes that encourage water to move too
it properly.
Drip and soaker hose irrigation sys- tion must be carefully designed. Plan
quickly for soil to absorb it. The slope
tems best serve trees, shrubs and ﬂowshould direct water toward the plants
emitter patterns to ﬁt water output to
that are high water users and away from
ers. These systems place water on the
the shape, soil inﬁltration rate and wind
soil surface in the immediate vicinity of characteristics of your site. If you are
hard surface areas such as driveways,
a plants root system, reducing evaporausing a conventional hose and sprinkler, walks and patios. Another way to reduce
tion loss and irrigating only the desired
remember the location and quality of the run-off is to incorporate compost into
plants. An added bonus of these systems sprinkler head determines how efﬁcient- the soil to improve the inﬁltration rate
is the reduction in foliar diseases which
ly water is delivered.
and water-holding capacity of the soil.
can accompany sprinklers.
ZONE WATERING — Automatic
MINIMIZE EVAPORATION
Sprinklers are generally used for
irrigation systems can be designed to
— The best time to water is early morn-

Estimated water requirement for
maintained LAWNS
in eastern Nebraska landscapes*
Season

Estimated inches per week

April/May

.75-1.0

June

1.0-1.5

July

1.5-2.0

August

1.0-1.5

Sept./Oct.

.75-1.0

The low end of the range should be used for low maintenance
turf, while the upper end of the range reﬂects the amount of
irrigation needed for high maintenance turf. High maintenance
turf is deﬁned as a lawn that is mowed at 2.5 inches or less
and receives four or more fertilizer applications each year.

ing between 4 and 10 a.m. Less water is
lost by evaporation, and disease incidence is reduced. Water emitters which
distribute water uniformly at the soil
surface can minimize evaporation, even
on windy days.
AVOID OVERWATERING
— Closely observing landscape plants
and the soil is often the best way to determine whether watering is needed.
*Approximately 5,000 square feet

FOR MORE INFORMATION

These University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Extension NebGuide publications are
available at the extension ofﬁce or online
at http://ianrpubs.unl.edu
• “Watering Nebraska Landscapes,
When and How Much” (G1400)
• “Conserving Water in the Landscape”
(G1061)
• “Perennial Flowers for Water-wise
Gardeners” (G1214)
• “Evaluating Your Landscape Irrigation
System” (G1181)

• “Checking the Performance of
Your Landscape Irrigation System”
(G1221)

Estimated water requirement for WOODY PLANT and ANNUAL/
PERENNIAL FLOWER BEDS in eastern Nebraska landscapes*
Landscape zone

Types of plants associated with zone

Estimated inches
per week

Very low

Native and/or adapted plants with high drought-tolerance
and minimal water use that require little or no supplemental
water once established

0-0.25

Low

Native and/or adapted plants with moderate drought-tolerance and moderate water use that require occasional
supplemental water during periods of drought

0.25-0.5

Average

Native/adapted or exotic plants with low drought-tolerance and moderate to high water use that require frequent
supplemental water during and beyond drought periods

0.75-1.5

High

Mostly exotic plants with little or no drought tolerance that
require consistently high soil moisture

1.25-2.5

(based on expected water use)

*Site factors such as amount of sun/shade, wind protection, type of soil and amount of slope may require adjustments to estimated irrigation amounts.

A healthy, dense stand of
turf reduces weeds and recovers
quickly from insect or disease
injury. Cultural practices play
a big role in the health of the
lawn and need for pesticides.
Lawns requiring frequent
pesticide use — in particular
herbicides — may have an
underlying problem causing
the repeated invasions of pests,
such as weeds. Correcting the
problem leads to a healthier
lawn that can resist weed invasions and reduce the need for
chemical use.
Good lawn care practices
can also save water and prepare
turf for dry summer months.
Taller mowing and proper
fertilization result in a deep
and efﬁcient root system which
reduces the need for additional
water.
SOIL CONDITION
— Many lawns are growing on

soils high in clay, compacted
and poorly drained. Aerating
and topdressing with organic
matter or screened compost
may improve these conditions.
Another option is starting over
and amending clay soils with
compost. Thoroughly preparing
soils before seeding or sodding
is critical.
GRASS SELECTION
— Make sure the proper grass
species is used on the site. Full
sun and sun/shade environments call for different grasses.
Kentucky bluegrass is the primary species for lawns in full
sun; in some cases mixed with
perennial ryegrass and/or ﬁne
fescues. For shade areas, shadetolerant Kentucky bluegrass
cultivars are commonly mixed
with ﬁne fescues.
WATERING — Proper
watering includes irrigating as
lawns need it and getting mois-

ture down into the root zone.
FERTILIZNG — Proper
fertilizing includes supplying
adequate nutrients and proper
soil pH. In particular, avoid
excess or lack of nitrogen,
fertilize during cooler weather
(especially early and late fall)
and use controlled-release
nitrogen fertilizers. Don’t apply
high rates of nitrogen in spring.
MOWING — Proper
mowing has a major impact
on lawn health. Many lawns
are mowed too short, allowing weeds to invade and
other problems to appear. Mow
between 2- and 3- inches and
mow often enough so no more
than one-third of the leaf blade
is removed in any one cutting.
CORE AERATING
— Manage lawn stress factors,
such as thatch, shade and soil
compaction. Core aerating on
a regular basis is an excellent

Photo by Ward Upham, K-State Research and Extension

Good Lawn Care Practices Reduce Need for Chemicals

Core aerators can be rented at some garden centers and rental agencies.

practice to consider, in particular for sodded lawns over clay
soils. Spring and fall are good
times to aerate. Topdressing
the turf with screened compost
after aerating will further help
relieve these stress factors.
Occasionally, problems

will still come up requiring special management. Start by identifying the problem, then look
at control options; both cultural
and chemical. When using
pesticides read, understand and
follow all label directions.
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Yard Smart
Resources
City of Lincoln
Recycling Ofﬁce

Phone: 441-8215
Web site: www.lincoln.ne.gov
— keyword “compost”

Recycling Hotline; Information on
Managing Yard Waste, backyard
composting, and much more;
LinGro compost and wood chip
availability.

UNL Extension in
Lancaster County
Phone: 441-7180
Web site: lancaster.unl.edu

Educational resources on backyard
composting, grasscycling, lawn
chemical use, and much more.

Lincoln-Lancaster
County Health
Department
Phone: 441-8040

Disposal Lawn Chemicals,
Complaints on Backyard Composting

Lincoln Solid
Waste Management
Association
Phone: 475-8376

Yard Waste Collection

Nebraska Department
of Agriculture
Phone: 471-2394

Information on certiﬁcation for
private and commercial pesticide
applicators

The Water Center
472-3305

Water Conservation

Yard Waste
Disposal Options
Garden waste, weeds, brush
and tree trimmings over 1-inch in
diameter can be deposited of in the
regular trash throughout the year.
The following options are available
to Lincoln residents for grass and
leaf materials.
48TH STREET TRANSFER
STATION — For a fee, residents
may dispose of grass and leaves at
the 48th Street Transfer Station located approximately 1/2 mile north
of 48th & Superior Streets. Grass
and leaves must be free of garbage,
litter and tree trimmings over 1-inch
in diameter. Grass and leaves must
be removed from plastic bags at the
transfer station. Call 441-7738 for
more information.
HIRING A LAWN CARE
SERVICE — Include yard waste
management in your lawn care
package.
HIRING A PRIVATE HAULER — Lincoln refuse haulers offer
a separate weekly pick up of yard
waste to be taken to a city-operated
compost site for a fee. Contact your
hauler for more information. Use
approved paper lawn bags available
from retailers, a cart provided by the
hauler, or a clean, 32-gallon trash
can with a lid. Grass and leaves in
plastic bags are NOT allowed at the
city’s compost site (plastic will not
decompose in the compost mixture).
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Tips to Reduce Yard Waste
Yard waste can account for 20 percent of the total waste stream. Nebraska regulations prohibit sending grass
and leaves to landﬁlls during the growing season, from April 1 to November 30. By reducing or removing this
waste source, the Lancaster County landﬁll life will be extended by 3 to 5 years. Homeowners and grounds
managers can reduce yard waste with these good landscape practices.

Appropriate Landscape Design
With appropriate landscape design
and plant selection, the landscape waste
stream can be signiﬁcantly reduced, in
turn reducing the overall waste stream.
PLANT SELECTION — An effective way to reduce waste by design
is by designing the landscape based on
anticipated use (turf vs. shrubbery), and
then purchasing plants requiring less
maintenance and water.
CHOOSE GROUND COVERS
— The installation of perennial ground
covers can be an attractive alternative to

turf and result in a reduction in waste.
TURF SELECTION — If turf is
selected, choose dwarf or other slow
growing varieties requiring less water.
CHOOSE PERENNIALS — The
use of perennials can give year-round
color without the cost and waste of
replacing annual plants.
MINIMIZE PRUNING NEEDS
— Certain trees and shrubs, most often
those slow growing or drought tolerant,
need little or no pruning and produce
less waste. Choose plants ﬁtting the

available space in order to minimize
pruning needs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

These University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Extension NebGuide publications are
available at the extension ofﬁce or online
at http://ianrpubs.unl.edu
• “Growing Annual Flowers” (G721)
• “Turf in the Landscape” (G1418)
• “Perennial Flowers for Water-Wise
Gardeners” (G1214)
• “Woody Landscape Plants: Selection
and Planting” (G1349)

Grasscycling Has Multiple Beneﬁts
Grasscycling, or grass mulching, is
the natural practice of leaving clippings
on the lawn when mowing. It is obvious how this practice can save resources
such as landﬁll space, but there are additional beneﬁts as well. The clippings
quickly decompose, returning nutrients
to the soil. Grasscycling, in conjunction with the practice of reducing water
and fertilizer inputs, can reduce mowing
time in addition to disposal costs.
Grasscycling can be practiced on
any healthy lawn as long as responsible turf management guidelines are
followed. Proper mowing, watering,
and fertilizing practices result in more
moderate turf growth yet still produce a
healthy, green lawn.
The nitrogen contained in grass
clippings removed from a lawn almost
equals the recommended application
rate for healthy turf (about ﬁve pounds
of nitrogen per year per 1,000 square
feet). While some of this nitrogen is lost
through the decomposition of the clippings, leaving the clippings on the lawn
by grasscycling can have the overall
impact of reducing fertilization requirements by 15–25% or more. Similar savings on water use are possible.
Returning clippings to the lawn
usually means mowing more than once
a week during the few weeks of rapid

growth in spring and early summer.
Grass clippings should be less than
one inch, or no more than one-third of
the total plant height, to ensure rapid
decomposition. Mowing more frequently is not as much extra work as
you might think, because lawns mowed
at the proper height cut more easily and
quickly. Mowing infrequently damages
the lawn by removing too much of the
plant at one time. When mowed regularly, clippings ﬁlter down through the
grass, decompose rapidly and recycle
nutrients back into the soil.

Remove no more than 30% of the leaf with each mowing.

Grasscycling Saves
Lawn Care Costs
• Fertilizer — Grass clippings can
supply up to one-third of a lawn’s
nitrogen fertilizer needs.
• Time — Recent trials conﬁrmed
leaving grass clippings on the lawn
saves one-third of the mowing time.
• Water use — Clippings shade grass
roots, cool the soil, return moisture, add moisture holding organic
matter, and thereby reduce lawn
watering needs.
• Soil health — Clippings decompose rapidly, feeding soil organisms that keep soil healthy and help
prevent turf diseases.
• Thatch – Studies proves grass clippings do not cause thatch build-up.

Mulching Tree Leaves into Lawns
The changing colors of Fall inevitably land in people’s yards. When
there are many trees on the grounds,
leaf clean-up can be a time-consuming chore. Composting leaves requires
a home compost pile or the expense
of collection, bagging and a means of
transport to a compost center.
Another means of disposal is simply
mowing the turf/tree leaves with a rotary mower often enough to pulverize the
leaves so they fall into the turf. Returning the leaves to the turf is not harmful
to the grass if the mulching/mowing is
done at appropriate times.
It is best if the tree leaves are
“mowed” regularly, not allowing them

to lie on the turf more than three or
four days. When oak leaves are predominant, it will be necessary to mulch them
into the turf later in the fall because they
are held on the trees longer than most
other trees.
It is important to use a rotary
mower that pulverizes the leaves well
and that the leaves are dry when
mowed. Leave the mower set at the
same height as you have been mowing
the turf. Sharpening the mower blades
and a slow movement with the mower
will help to grind the leaves ﬁner. It may
be necessary to make as many as three
or four passes over the area to grind the
leaves ﬁne enough. The ﬁner the leaf

particles, the more easily they fall into
the turf, leaving grass blades exposed to
the sunlight.
The pulverized leaves will settle
into the turf within a day or two, particularly if followed by rain. Take care
that the pulverized leaves do not cover
the grass blades entirely. Fall is a very
important time for the turf to photosynthesize and store carbohydrates, particularly under trees where the turf receives
limited sunlight during the summer.
It is suggested to add 1/2 pound nitrogen per 1,000 square feet in addition
to the normal fall nitrogen fertilization
to enhance decomposition of the tree
leaves.
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Composting Turns Yard
“Waste” Into Useful Material

Compost is a mixture of partially decomposed plant material and other
organic wastes. It is used in the garden to amend soil and fertilize plants.
Making and using compost recycles yard wastes and reduces the burden
of organic trash on our landﬁlls.

Make Your Own Compost
Almost all organic materials will
decompose. Composting hastens this
natural process by creating conditions
condusive to decomposition.

Composting Materials

Yard wastes, such as leaves, grass
clippings, straw and non-woody plant
trimmings can be composted. The
predominant organic waste in most
backyard compost piles is leaves. Grass
clippings can be composted; however,
with proper lawn management, clippings do not need to be removed from
the lawn (see article on opposite page).
If clippings are used for compost, it is
advisable to mix them with other yard
wastes.
Branches, logs and twigs greater
than 1/4 inch in diameter should be
put through a shredder/chipper or cut
up prior to placement in the compost
pile. Kitchen wastes such as vegetable
scraps, coffee grounds and eggshells
may also be added.
Certain organic materials should
not be used to make compost because
they may pose a health hazard or create
a nuisance. Do not add pet feces since
they may transmit disease. Meat, bones,
grease, whole eggs and dairy products
should not be added because they can
attract rodents. Large amounts of weeds
with seeds or diseased plants may create
problems.

Building the
Compost Pile

A compost pile should be large
enough to hold heat and small enough
to admit air to its center. As a rule of
thumb, the minimum dimensions of a
pile should be three feet by three feet by
three feet (one cubic yard) to hold heat.
The maximum to allow air to the center

of the pile is ﬁve feet tall by ﬁve feet
wide and as long as you wish.
The compost pile can initially be
prepared in layers. This will facilitate
decomposition by insuring proper mixing. To build a compost pile, start with a
four to six inch layer of chopped brush
or other coarse material set on top of the
soil. This will let air circulate under the
base of the pile.
Next, add a three to four inch layer
of low carbon organic material such as
grass clippings. This material should be
damp when added to the pile. On top of
this, add a four to six inch layer of high
carbon organic material (leaves or garden waste) which should also be damp.
On top of this, add a one-inch layer
of garden soil or ﬁnished compost. This
layer will introduce the microorganisms needed to break down the organic
matter.
Mix the layers of high carbon organic matter, low carbon organic matter,
and soil before adding another layer to
the pile. This will ensure a speedy and
even composting of the organic matter.
Repeat the “layering” process until the
composting bin is ﬁlled.
Microorganisms can only use
organic molecules dissolved in water.
A moisture content of 40–60 percent
provides adequate water without limiting aeration. The “squeeze” test is an
easy way to gauge the moisture content
of composting materials. The material
should feel damp to the touch, with just
a drop or two of liquid being released
when the material is tightly squeezed in
the hand.

Making a
Compost Bin

To save space, hasten decomposition and keep the yard looking neat,

On the left, mixed organic material just beginning to decompose.
On the right, ﬁnished compost.
contain the compost pile in some sort
of structure. Composting structures can
be made from a variety of materials.
Yard wastes can be composted either in
simple holding units, where they will sit
undisturbed for slow decomposition, or
in turning bins which speeds up decomposition.
HOLDING UNITS — Holding
units are simple containers used to store
garden waste in an organized way until
these materials break down. It only
requires placing wastes into a pile or bin
as they are generated. Decomposition
can take from six months to two years.
Since yard and garden wastes will be
added continuously, the stage of decomposition will vary from the top to the
bottom of each compost pile. Generally,
the more ﬁnished compost will be found
near the bottom of a pile and partially
decomposed materials near the top.
TURNING UNITS — Turning
units are typically a series of bins used
for building and turning active compost
piles. A turning unit allows wastes to
be conveniently mixed for aeration on a
regular basis. Turning systems require

The City’s Composting Operation
The City of
and brush by the
Lincoln maintains a
city for 12 years, has
16-acre yard waste
added almost 3½
compost facility
years to the life of
next to the Bluff
the sanitary landﬁll.
Road Sanitary
If the program was
discontinued and
landﬁll (at Highway
the yard waste was
77 and Bluff Road).
This site receives
buried in the landﬁll,
about 20,000 tons
it would close in
of grass, leaves and
2022 instead of the
current projection
brush each year.
This is equivalent
date of 2026.
to about 2,000
Partial fundgarbage trucks during for the city’s
ing an eight month
composting program
period.
was provided by the
Lincoln’s 16-acre yard waste compost facility receives about
Grass is mixed
Nebraska Depart20,000 tons of grass, leases and brush each year.
with leaves and
ment of Environwood chips to form
mental Quality,
windrows roughly six feet high
Since the program began in
Waste Reduction and Recycling
and 12 feet wide. It takes about
October 1992, the city has comProgram.
12 months to complete the composted an estimated 171,300 tons
of grass and leaves and wood
posting process. The material is
TO GET LINGRO
screened to remove any debris and chipped 201,865 tons of tree deCOMPOST
wood chips and placed in a curing
bris. For an average year the comA list of locations to pick up or purpost facility grinds about 5,000
pile. This ﬁnished material is then
chase LinGro compost are listed
available to the public as LinGro
tons of brush and tree debris.
on the next page.
Compost.
The diversion of grass, leaves

frequent maintenance and preparation
of the wastes to be composted. Composting in these units is most efﬁciently
done in batches. Materials should be
stockpiled until there is enough to ﬁll
the bin. These bins should be monitored
and turned after temperatures have
peaked (90°–140° F) and begun to fall.
This occurs four to seven days after pile
construction. Turn a second time when
the temperature peaks again, four to seven days later. Compost processed this
way will be ready in six to eight weeks.

Location
The compost pile should be located
close to where it will be used and yet
not offend neighbors. The pile will do
best where it is protected from drying
winds.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension NebGuide “Garden Compost”
(G810) publication is available at the extension ofﬁce or online at http://ianrpubs.
unl.edu/horticulture/g810.htm

Avoid Clopyralid
Products in Compost
City ofﬁcials urge residents to check to see if
the herbicides used on their lawn contain clopyralid. If it does, the City would like residents to
mulch their grass clippings rather than compost
them. Alternative products are available that will
kill undesirable weeds and not affect compost.
Clopyralid has been discovered in compost
operations in several states, including at The City
of Lincoln’s composting facility. Testing of the
City of Lincoln’s LinGro samples has found levels
of clopyralid as high as 87 (ppb). Levels of clopyralid of 10 (ppb) or less can damage some plants.
It is unlikely that damage will occur to sensitive plants if the compost is properly applied and
mixed thoroughly with the soil (1” of compost
into 6” of soil). “The clopyralid levels found in
Lincoln’s compost are not known to present health
risks to people or animals,” said Scott Holmes,
Environmental Health Division Manager for the
Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department.
Additional information regarding clopyralid in
compost can be obtained by contacting Gene Hanlon with the City of Lincoln 441-7043 or checking
the City’s Web site at www.lincoln.ne.gov – keyword “compost.”
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Using Compost and Wood Chips
In addition, to the multiple beneﬁts to using compost and wood chips, doing so recycles yard wastes and reduces the burden of organic trash on our
landﬁlls.

Adding Compost into Soil
The chief advantage of compost
is its ability to improve soil structure.
Good garden soil is loose and has
a high water-holding capacity with
adequate drainage. Adding compost
to heavy clay soil improves drainage
by improving soil structure. Compost
also absorbs water and improves the
water-holding capacity of sandy soils.
To conserve moisture it is essential to
have soil with good water-retention.
In addition to improving soil structure, decomposing compost will slowly
release plant nutrients. Compost will
not provide all the nitrogen that highly
productive crops require. Organic
gardeners can supplement compost
applications with manure to produce
good yields without the addition of
other fertilizers.
Finished compost is dark brown,
crumbly, and is earthy-smelling. Small
pieces of leaves or other ingredients
may be visible. If the compost contains
many materials which are not broken
down, it is only partly decomposed.
Allow partly decomposed compost

particles to break down further or separate them out before using compost
around growing plants.
Compost can be blended into soil
mixes and is suitable for most outdoor
planting projects. It is typically mixed
with other ingredients such as peat
moss, shredded bark, sand, or loamy
topsoil when used as an outdoor planting mix. Mixing ratios vary; but 10
percent compost is considered to be a
minimum, 30 percent optimum and 50
percent maximum in planting shrubs
and trees.
Compost has its greatest value
when rototilled directly into the soil.
One cubic yard of compost covers
108 square feet at three inches, 216 at
two inches, and 324 at one inch. The
rule of thumb is to spread compost no
more than one-third the depth of the
rototiller. A one-inch layer of compost
should be tilled in six inches. Making
two or more passes with the tiller helps
blend the compost with the topsoil and
break up any clumps of material.

Locations to Pick up or
Purchase LinGro Compost
• The City of Lincoln has limited quantities of
organic compost, called LinGro, available to the
public each spring at the N. 48 Street Transfer
Station located at 5101 N. 48 Street. This material must be self-loaded and is available at no cost, on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrstserve basis. Information on loading pick-ups can be obtained by contacting
the Lincoln Recycling Ofﬁce, 441-8215.
• Delivery of compost within a 50-mile radius of the Bluff Road Landﬁll is
available for a fee. Call the Lincoln Recycling Ofﬁce at 441-8215 for more
information.
• The following area ﬁrms have LinGro compost available for a fee:
Campbell’s Nurseries and Garden Centers, General Excavation, Nebraska
Nursery and Color Gardens, Pine Valley Nursery and Landscaping, PreCast
Productions, Inc., Seeds of Life. Landscapers can obtain compost upon
request.
• Information on LinGro Compost is also available through the City’s Web
site: www.lincoln.ne.gov – keyword “compost.”

Wood Chips as Mulch

Wood chip
mulch is made from
the chipping of tree
and landscape prunings. Mulch is material placed on the
soil surface for the
purpose of protecting the soil and plant
roots. Not only do
organic mulches add
a decorative natural
appearance to the
landscape, they also
provide many landscape beneﬁts.
• Helps retain soil
moisture. Mulch helps soil retain
moisture and reduces water evaporation caused by wind and hot sun.
• Reduces soil temperature extremes.
An application of mulch acts as an
insulating blanket to help avoid extreme temperature ﬂuctuations.
• Reduces weed growth. When the site
has been properly prepared, mulching
reduces weed growth.
• Saves time in landscape maintenance. Place mulch under and between plants in tree and shrub beds,
border plantings, hedges, rose beds
and fruit orchards. By replacing grass
with mulch, mowing and watering
time is cut dramatically.

• Prevents direct contact with soil.
Mulch prevents vegetables from
making soil contact, thus helps to
reduce rot.
• Prevents heavy rain damage.
Mulching prevents soil erosion. It
permits water to seep slowly beneath
the protective covering.
• Increases survival of new trees. Not
only do mulches keep the soil cool
and moist, they also keep the lawn
mower and weed trimmer from damaging young bark and killing trees.
• Gives a natural look. A few fallen
leaves in a planting bed with a wood
chip mulch gives your landscape the
natural beauty of a forest ﬂoor.

Free Woods Chips from City of Lincoln
The City of Lincoln has limited quantities of wood chip mulch on a
ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-served basis. Contact the Lincoln Recycling Ofﬁce at
441-8215 for more information.
• Wood chip mulch is available at the N. 48th St. Transfer Station, located
at 5101 N. 48th Street, (any vehicle) and the Bluff Road Landﬁll, located
at Highway 77 and Bluff Road, (pickups and trailers only). There is a
charge of $5 per cubic yard. City personnel will load woodchips into open
pickups or trailers.
• Individuals may also self-load wood chips at no charge at the Recycling
Drop-off Site (1/2 mile north of Superior Street on North 48th Street)
• Delivery of wood chips within a 50-mile radius of the Bluff Road Landﬁll
is available for a fee.

Compost Excellent Tool to Correct Soil Erosion

A recent study demonstrated the
most effective approach to reduce storm
water runoff and sediment erosion on
slopes is to use a compost blanket approximately two-inches thick.
From April, 2004 through June
2005, the City of Lincoln and the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln (UNL)
conducted an erosion study comparing
compost to traditional approaches of
straw blankets and silt fences.

About the Study
Six test plots were constructed on
a slope of 3 to 1. This is a fairly steep
slope that rises about 33 feet in a horizontal distance of one hundred feet. The
amount of rainfall during the study was
tracked as well as the amount of run-off
from each test plot during the period of
the study.
Each test plot was seeded with a
fescue-blend grass seed typically used
by seeding contractors. The health and

vigor of the established turf was greater
in the compost amended plots than those
with straw mats. The organic material in
compost amended turf was almost ﬁve
times more than it was for straw mat
plots. This healthier turf is able to ﬁlter
storm water and pollutants and hold soil
better preventing sediment erosion.

The Results
This study demonstrated the use
of compost as an effective approach to
minimize soil erosion and stormwater
run-off. In fact, the study showed applying a two-inch blanket of compost
would reduce soil loss by 99.8% compared to bare soil. When compared to
the traditional erosion control practice
of using a straw mat and silt fence, the
compost blanket decreased the amount
of sediment running off on the test plot
by 81%. Use of the compost blanket
increased water inﬁltration by up to
99.3% compared to a straw mat. In other

words, only one percent of the rainfall
ran off the compost blanket as opposed
to 24% for the straw mat.
Compost can also be incorporated
into the soil. However, it is recommended a ﬁlter berm be established at
the base of any slope to minimize soil
erosion prior to grass seed germination.
A silt fence can be used if incorporating
the compost into the soil. To produce
the healthiest soil possible, soil tests can
be conducted to determine the optimum
application of compost.

How Compost Blankets
Work

When raindrops hit soil with the
vegetation removed, they dislodge
and detach soil particles. This is called
“splash erosion.” If there is more
rainfall than the ground can absorb; the
resulting run-off carries the detached
soil particles away. The compost blanket
buffers the un-vegetated soil to help it

receive moisture, increases water inﬁltration into the soil and prevents the runoff velocities that carry sediment away.
After vegetation growth, the compost
provides both nutrients and additional
organic matter to hold moisture in the
soil.
An economic analysis conducted by
UNL suggests a compost blanket would
cost about ﬁve percent more than the
traditional approach of using straw mats
and silt fences. The cost analysis does
not include additional seeding likely to
be required in subsequent years for noncompost amended soils.

For More Information
To obtain more information on
the use of compost for erosion control
projects, contact the Lower Platte South
Natural Resources District, 476-2729;
the City of Lincoln Watershed Management Division, 441-4959 or Solid Waste
Operations, 441-7043.
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FAMILY & COMMUNITY EDUCATION (FCE) CLUBS

President’s Notes — Janet’s Jargon
Janet Broer
FCE Council Chair
Fall is upon us, a
colorful time of year.
This year I am really
looking forward to
the season because
we have a family reunion
scheduled. At the moment, I
am in chaos mode wondering
if I will get all the summer
cobwebs removed. Food
panic mode usually begins
a week prior to the event. I
am thankful each family will
do their own accommodations since we have grown so
numerous over the last few
years. More youthful members have taken on activity
planning for all ages to cover
this three day long celebration. Attendance is about 90
percent, a strong indicator
of how much fun we have.
I look forward to seeing the
little kids get to know each
other better, the story telling,
never-ending jokes and sooo
much laughing we do together. Really, the dust I miss

and the food I forget
to ﬁx won’t make a
bit of difference. I
hope each of you can
experience times like
this with your family.
FCE State Convention is Sept. 19
and 20 in Burwell.
Bring collections of left over
yarn, knitting needles, crochet
thread and hooks, simple
hat and sweater patterns,
also embroidery ﬂoss
to be distributed in
Romania and India.
This is an international
project to help women
learn marketable skills.
Women & Children’s Survival
Centers are in need of items
to start over, namely, phones
(dial or push button), towels,
children’s games, playing cards,
alarm clocks, crayons and other
school supplies. You may leave
them at the extension ofﬁce and
we will get it delivered.
September is re-organization time for FCE clubs. If you
recruit a new member your state
and national dues are waived. I
suggest a club goal to bring in

two new members per club
for the 2006 year. Our county needs vice-president and
treasurer ofﬁces to be ﬁlled
for next year. The duties are
easy and the people to work
with are very helpful; it is a
rewarding experience.
Our next council meeting is Sept. 26 at 1 p.m.
Busy Bees and 49’ers are
hostesses. I promise
the program to be
most interesting
— Susanne Blue,
executive director of Matt Talbot
Kitchen, will talk
about her 11 years of
working with this community program.
Oct. 17 at 6:30 p.m. Salt
Creek Circle and Emerald will host our annual
Achievement Day. Robert
Ripley will talk about restoration of the State Capital.
Encourage your club members and friends to attend
these excellent programs.
A happy fall and Labor
Day holiday to each of you.

Summer Sampler Inspires

(Above) Fayrene Hamouz and UNL
Culinary Science students demonstrated
easy and elegant garnish ideas as part
of “Fun with Garnishes.”
(Left) Retired Extension Educator Twyla
Lidolph shared countless quilts, quilted
pillows, quilted vests and more during her
presentation “Fun with Quilting.”

FCE News & Events

Presidents of Family and
Community Education (FCE)
Clubs can pick up their packet
to re-organize for 2006. There
are October deadlines within
the packet. If you have questions, call Lorene or Pam at
441-7180. It is time to look
forward and plan an exciting
and educational year for FCE.

FCE Council
Meeting, Sept. 26

The next FCE Council meeting will be Monday, Sept. 26, 1 p.m. at the
Lancaster Extension Education Center. The program
will be presented by Susanne
Blue, executive director of
Matt Talbot Kitchen and
Outreach. This organization
works primarily with homeless men, women and children
as well as the working poor.

Their efforts concentrate on
feeding those in need. The
business meeting will follow
the program. All FCE members are invited to attend.

Leader Training
Lesson, Sept. 27

A leader and community
lesson training, “Credit Card
— Friend or Foe?” will be
presented by Extension Educator Lorene Bartos on Tuesday, Sept. 27, 1 p.m. at the
Lancaster Extension Education Center, 444 Cherrycreek
Road in Lincoln. Participants
will learn issues surrounding
the credit card industry so you
are better prepared to manage
your own ﬁnancial resources,
to make wise decisions
related to credit card use and
to prevent becoming a victim
of identity theft. Non-FCE
members should call Pam at
441-7180 to register so materials can be prepared.

Restore Your Laundry Room
Create a pleasant place for cleaning tasks. It’s a fact
— we have to do laundry. But, no one wants to spend a lot of
time doing it, so here are some helpful tips for making your
wash-day space more practical and efﬁcient!
• Reach easy. Consider installing shelves and bins to keep
laundry products and cleaning supplies within easy reach.
• Port-a-basket. Replace hampers with portable laundry
baskets. This makes it easier to transport dirty clothes to the
laundry room and clean ones to their storage spaces.
• Pin it up. Install a bulletin board on the wall. It’s great for
pinning socks until their mates are found. Also, post a stain
removal chart, washing and drying instructions for specialcare items and the guide to fabric care symbols.
• Hang out. Keep plenty of hangers in the laundry room, so
clothes can go from the dryer to the hangers. This helps
prevent wrinkles.

Kids Learning from
Mistakes Is Not
Easy for Parents
bummer!” or “I feel for you!”
• Now what are you going to do
since this has happened? How
are you going to handle this
Parents have only a few
situation?
years to prepare their children
• You can offer your child
for the big world they are going
choices. Give some good
choices or maybe some notto have to face. All loving parents face essentially the same
so-good choice options. This
challenge: How do we raise
will help them to think outchildren who have their heads
side their box. This might also
on straight and will they have
stimulate another solution.
a chance to make good choices
• After each solution, ask the
child to state the consequencin the big world? We need to
allow our kids a chance to go
es of each solution. How will
from total dependence on us to
the solution effect you? How
independence and making their
will the solution effect other
own choices.
people involved?
Helping your preteen and
• Finally, let the child decide
what solution they would like
teen occasionally is okay, as
long as help is requested. But
to do or don’t let them decide
in case someone is going to
offering help when none is
needed encourages children to
get hurt. “Good luck. I hope it
be overly deworks.”
pendent. InterHave
“Parents who try to
vene on your
no fear. If
the child
child’s behalf
ensure their children’s
at school and
makes
success often raise
elsewhere
a poor
only when
choice, they
unsuccessful kids.
absolutely
may have
a double
necessary. This Because responsibilwill help your
learning
ity is like anything else
teen develop
lesson. Parproblem-solvents often
— it has to be learned
ing strategies
hover over
through practice.”
and learn to
and rescue
anticipate difour children
—Jim Fay, education consultant
whenever
ﬁculties before
trouble aristhey occur.
According
es. They’re
forever running lunches,
to Jim Fay, one of America’s
top education consultants, and
permission slips or homework
Foster Cline, a trend-setting
assignments to school; they’re
child and adult psychiatrist,
always pulling their children
“Parents who try to ensure their out of jams; not a day goes by
when they’re not protecting
children’s success often raise
unsuccessful kids. Because
little junior from something
responsibility is like anything
— usually from a learning
else — it has to be learned
experience the child needs or
through practice.”
deserves.
Here are some guidelines
Try to help your children
to help children solve their own make the right choices and let
problems:
them make a few mistakes to
• Let them know you have
learn by practicing.
empathy for them. “What a
Gail Brand
UNL Extension Educator

More than 125 FCE members relished this year’s
Sizzling Summer Sampler held in July. Attendees
enjoyed a light supper and two exitting learnshops. The
annual basket rafﬂe raised $300 for the FCE scholarship
fund — thanks to all clubs who donated baskets!

Re-Organizational
Packets

by Lorene Bartos, UNL Extension Educator

FCE Achievement
Night, Oct. 17

The 2005 FCE Achievement Night will be Monday,
Oct. 17 starting with dessert
at 6:30 p.m. Everyone is
asked to bring canned food or
a donation for the food bank
for FCE’s annual collection.
The program will be on the
Restoration of the State Capitol by Bob Ripley, architect
with the State Building Division. Members will be recognized for years of membership. Call Pam at 441-7180 if
you plan to attend.

Other Upcoming Fall
Dates

• State FCE Convention, Sept.
19-20, Burwell
• FCE Dues to State Treasurer, Oct. 1
• National FCE Week, Oct.
9-15
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“Fair’s Over, Now
What?” Volunteer
Training, Sept. 29

John
& Lori
Bruss
Lancaster
County 4-H is
proud to announce John and
Lori Bruss as
co-winners of
August’s “Heart
of 4-H Award”
in recognition of
outstanding volunteer service.
They have
been co-leaders of the Happy Go Lucky club, the largest 4-H
club in Lancaster County (currently with 52 members), for
three years. Prior to that, they were parent volunteers. They are
also active on the Livestock VIPS Committee.
Happy Go Lucky is mainly a livestock club, but in the past
few years members increasely participated in food, horticulture and poultry projects. The club holds a annual club livestock show prior to the county fair to give members practice
showing animals. As a community service project, the club has
adopted a section of Highway 43 near Bennet to pick up litter.
4-H staff member Deanna Karmazin says, “They bring a
lot of enthusiam and energy to the livestock program. Because
of their willingness and hard work ethic, the recent leadership
transition of the Happy Go Lucky club went smoothly.”
“We like being 4-H volunteers because it is rewarding to
see the kids show and exhibit there projects with pride and
enthusiasm,” said Lori. “It is a great feeling to think that we
have made a difference.”
Married for 24 years, the couple has three children who
are current or alumni 4-H members. John has been a volunteer
ﬁreman with the Bennet Rural Fire District for 26 years and
Lori helps coach volleyball. Each have full time jobs and farm
part-time.
Congratulations to John and Lori! Volunteers like them are
indeed the heart of 4-H!
Nominate your favorite 4-H volunteer by submitting the form available at the
extension ofﬁce or online at http://lancaster.unl.edu/4h/. Nominations of covolunteers welcome.

Serving on the Lancaster
4-H Council is an excellent
opportunity to contribute to the
youth development of local 4-H
members. The 4-H Council is
composed of youth and adults
working together in the interest of promoting activities of
Lancaster County 4-H. They assist extension staff in planning,
conducting and evaluating 4-H
activities and events.
Council membership terms
are three years for adults and
two years for youth. Council
members are limited to two
consecutive terms. The council consists of volunteer 4-H
leaders, sponsors, community
leaders, school, church and
civic ofﬁcials. Interest in extension education and youth is
essential.
Individuals interested in
serving on the 4-H Council are
encouraged to contact Tracy at
441-7180 for more information
and an application.

September 2005

Seth Davision Attends National
4-H Shooting Sports Invitational

Leaders, parents and interested volunteers are invited to
attend this 4-H training Thursday, Sept. 29, 9:30 a.m. or 7
p.m. Discover how to complete
the current 4-H year and how to
prepare for the next 4-H year.
Awards, project completion/selection and club reorganization
will be covered. Bring your
questions and ideas! You must
RSVP by calling 441-7180
prior to Monday, Sept. 26.

Lancaster County
4-H Seeks New 4-H
Council Members
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Lancaster County 4-H member Seth Davison (pictured
second from right) was part of the Nebraska shotgun team
which attended the National 4-H Shooting Sports Invitational
held June 29-July 4 at Columbia, Mo. The team placed 5th
overall (2nd in trap, 5th in sporting clays and 8th in skeet).
Individually, Seth placed 13th overall (8th in trap and 14th in
sporting clays).
Seth also participated in the Cornhusker State Games
High School Trap and received high overall male.
Congratulations Seth!

4-H Teen Council
Invites New Members!

The Lancaster County 4-H
Teen Council is a leadership
organization for youth in grades
7–12. Meetings are held the
second Sunday of each month
at 3 p.m. at the Lancaster Extension Education Center.
4-H Teen Council members
are involved in several leadership activities such as organizing the Ice Cream Social,
Cookie Eating Contest and Teen
Dance at the Lancaster County
Fair.
Call Tracy at 441-7180 for
more information or to join!

4-H Strategic Plan
Survey — Share
Your Opinion!
Nebraska 4-H is now in the
process of developing goals for
the next ﬁve years. Please give
your feedback about what’s
important to you by ﬁlling out
an online survey. Lancaster
County 4-H’ers are encouraged
to share their input at http://4h.
unl.edu.
The survey takes about 10
minutes to complete. If you
have questions, please call the
State 4-H Ofﬁce at 472-2805,
or e-mail: klodl@unl.edu.

COUNTY FAIR 4-H & FFA NEWS

For 4-H county fair results and photos,
go to http://lancaster.unl.edu/4h/Fair.
Congratulations to all participants!

4-H Thanks
Sponsors
Lancaster County 4-H
would like to thank all of the
businesses, organizations and
individuals that sponsored 4H events, activities, programs
and trophies at this year’s
county fair. This support
enhances the educational experience of the 4-H youth who
participate in the county fair.
4N Angus
4-H Citizenship Washington
Focus Group
4-H Council
4-H Teen Council
A1 Insulation
Ace Rent-To-Own
Anderson Ford
John Anderson Family
Animal Haven Pet Hospital
Anonymous
Jim & Cindy Bauman

Blazing Saddles 4-H Club
Bluestem Valley Farms
Camelot Concessions
Capitol Pork Producers
Carpe Diem 4-H Club
Chapelle Polled Herefords
David & Kim Cheney Family
Warren Cheney Family
Chet Axthelm Memorial Cup
Circle D Ranch
Complete Music
Condon Family
Containment Contracting Services
CountrySide Cooperative
Crawford Family Shorthorns
Ted DeHass & Sons
Dey & Whisler Families
Dierberger Family
Dilley Family
DJTJ Angus
Ted & Alice Doane
Ted Doane Hampshires
Dorchester Farmer’s Coop
Douglas Theatre Company
Ron Dowding Family
Martin Dye Family
East Campus Starrs
Engine House Café
EquiRiders 4-H Club
Express Stop

Farmer’s Cooperative Co. Martell Branch-Jim Bauman
Farm Credit Services of
America
Farmers Bank
Farmers Cooperative Co
Finke Gardens & Nursery
Fitch Trucking, Inc
The Fort Western Outﬁtters
Four Winds Farm
Joe, Lois and Julia French
Julia French Show Cattle
Melvin & Linda Gagner
Gagner Construction
Gana/Nisley Show Cattle
Blayne Glissman Family
Laverne Grage Family
Grimm-Axthelm Memorial
Haes Contracting
Hancock Fabrics
Richard & Linda Hanigan and
family
Heidtbrink Feeds
Irene HeidtbrinkMemorial
Helgeson/Field Family
Hickman Voice News
Rod Hollman
Holthus Family
Wayne, Joyce & Eric Houser
Larry & Senator Carol Hudkins
Hunters Pride 4-H Club
Innovative Renovations/Richard
Ebeling
David & Tina Johnson/LANOTOE Farm
Deanna & Steven Karmazin
Family
Julie & Bill Keech
Kent Feeds
LaKaBrTyDe Farms
LAN OTOE Farm
Lancaster County Agricultural
Society, Inc. (Fair Board)
Lancaster Event Center
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Lessman
Lincoln Women’s Chamber of
Commerce
Kent E, Lovelace, D.D.S.,

Franklyn Manning
Messick Tack & Feed
Moser Well Drilling & Service
Inc
Mueller Farms
Clyde & Helen Naber
Nebraska Tire & Country Side
Energy
Abbey & Cortney Neemann
Ian Neemann
Steven & Stephanie Nelson
Nisley Brother’s Shorthorns
Todd Nolliday Family
Oak Creek Plants & Flowers
Gary & Diane Ossenkop
Pacesetters 4-H Club
Duane Parrish Family
Parrott Family
Larry Pershing
Pﬁzer Global Manufacturing
Pitts Veterinary Hospital
Tim Powers Memorial
Lois Princ
Rabbits ’R’ Us 4-H Club
Rainbow Ends
Rick, Tammy, Nick and Andra
Rasby
Raymond Central FFA Alumni
Raymond Grange/Ervin Rolofson
Barbara Reifschneider
Riding Wranglers 4-H Club
Rock Creek Ranchers 4-H Club
Rotella’s Bakery
Rough Riders 4-H Club
Russell Princ Registered Angus
Russwood Chrysler
Rustad Dermatology
Pat & Larry Ruth
Saline State Insurance Agency/
Dan James Agent
Salt Creek Wranglers
Salt Valley Grange #413
Schaefers T.V. and Appliance
Shepherd of the Hills Church
Shimmering Shamrocks 4-H
Club
Allen & Charlene Sieck

Sieck Show Cattle
Shooting Sports 4-H Club
Ron & Donna Snover
Star City Riders 4-H Club
Ron & Barb Suing
Talcott Family
Thunderstruck Trail Riders
Triple RRR Farms
Union Bank & Trust
Valentino’s Pizza
Michael Vaughn Family
Vo-Acres Dairy
Wachal Pet Health Center
Waverly FFA
Waverly Grange #369
Welp Hatchery
Western Pride 4-H Club
Wether-Ewe Farm/Doug &
Cheryl Johnson
Wilkinson Sheep Farm
Windwalker Concessions-The
Covered Wagon Folks
Dwayne & Joan Wittstruck
Women’s Clinic of Lincoln, P.C.
We apologize for any inaccuracies.
If you notice any corrections, please
call us and we will include the information in next month’s Nebline.

Thank You to
Volunteers
The county fair would
not be possible without the
dedicated work of hundreds
of volunteers. The Lancaster
Agricultural Society and
Lancaster County 4-H thank
all of the people who donated
their time and talents to help
make this community event a
success!
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NEBRASKA STATE FAIR 4-H/FFA NEWS

Aug. 25-Sept. 5

ORSE BITS
State Horse Expo Results
The 2005 Fonner Park State 4-H Horse
Exposition was held July 17–21 at Grand
Island. Below are the top Lancaster County
4-H placings. Complete results are online at
http://4h.unl.edu/horseshow
GRAND CHAMPION

Discount State Fair Advance
Adult Gate tickets (for 4-H’ers
and their family members age 13
and up) are available at the extension ofﬁce for $2.75 apiece. Gate
price for children age 6–12 is $2 and free for children age 5
and under. Parking tickets are not available through extension.

Partial 4-H Schedule

For complete 4-H schedule, Fairbook and results, go to
http://4h.unl.edu/programs/statefair
4-H Exhibit Hall hours are: 10 a.m.–9 p.m. on week days;
9 a.m.–9 p.m. on weekends; Sept. 5, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.)

Mindy Leach, Showmanship 15 and Up

Aug. 25 7:30–10 a.m. State Fair 4-H Static Entry Day, Exhibit Hall
Aug. 27 9 a.m.
4-H Exhibit Hall Opens
10:30 a.m. Dog Show, Exhibit Hall Arena
6 p.m.
Dairy Goat Showmanship, Swine, Sheep,
Goat Barn

RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION

Melissa Raisch, 3yr Old Western Pleasure
Robyn Shannon, Elementary Dressage

3RD PLACE

Taylor Holliday, Working Ranch Horse
Mindy Leach, Western Horsemanship 15 and Up
Morgan Marshall, Showmanship 15 and up
Morgan Marshall, Western Pleasure 15 and up

5TH PLACE

Morgan Brehm, Western Pleasure 12–14
Micah Messick, Reining 15 and Up
Hannah Scow, Showmanship 12–14
Senior Hippology Team #2

Aug. 28 8 a.m.

Dairy Goat Show, Swine, Sheep, Goat Barn

Aug. 31 11 a.m.

Discover 4-H: Free Fun Activities for Kids!
Exhibit Hall

Sep. 1

12:30 p.m. Discover 4-H: Free Fun Activities for Kids!
Exhibit Hall

Sep. 3

8 a.m.
9 a.m.
10 a.m.

ALL AROUND AWARDS

Mindy Leach, Reserve Grand Champion Sr.
Division Performance All-Around
Cassie Krueger, 3rd place Sr. Division Working
All-Around

Nicole Zulke in break-away roping

4-H’ers Invited to Attend Dennis Reis’
“No Dust Tour” FREE

Reis Ranch Universal Horsemanship has generously provided free tickets for 4-H
horse families and club leaders to attend Dennis Reis’ “No Dust Tour” Aug. 27–28 at the
Lancaster Event Center. Normal admission for two people for two days is $25. The 2-day
event runs from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. each day. Tickets for 4-H’ers can be picked up now until
Aug. 24 (or until all tickets are given out) at UNL Extension in Lancaster County, 444
Cherrycreek Road. Tickets are ﬁrst come ﬁrst serve. Limit four tickets per family. (You
can not pick up tickets for other people; do not call and ask for tickets to be held for you;
and tickets may not be used for resale.)
Internationally acclaimed horseman Dennis Reis builds an educational and entertaining demonstration around ﬁnding extraordinary performance in ordinary horses. Areas
Mr. Reis will work in are: Colts First Ride, Problem Horse, Herd Dynamics, Invisible Round Pen, Two Minds in One Direction, The Big Red Ball (the arena is
transformed into a sensory extravaganza) The Magical Ride (watch ﬂying lead
changes, jumping obstacles and running patterns without a bridle) and Ultimate Trust.You may have seen Reis on RFD-TV Dish 9409/Direct TV 379.
For more information about him, go to http://www.reisranch.com.

4-H Award Nominations
Due Oct. 31

Nominations are needed for the following awards. Application forms are available
at the extension ofﬁce.
4-H Meritorious Service — presented
to individuals or organizations which have
exhibited consistent and strong support
of the 4-H program. 4-H members are not
eligible.
Outstanding 4-H Member — presented to an individual who has excelled in
their involvement with the 4-H pr ogram
and are 14 years of age or older. The basis
for selection appraises the variety and depth
of 4-H activities.
I Dare You Youth Leadership Award
— awarded on behalf of the American
Youth Foundation (AYF) to high school
juniors or seniors who strive to achieve their
personal best and make a positive difference in their community. Two 4-H members
will be selected from Lancaster County.
Lancaster County 4-H Council provides
award recipients with a hardbound copy of
William H. Danforth’s book, I Dare You!
Winners also receive a $300 scholarship to
attend one of AYF’s national 7-day Leadership Conferences.

3 p.m.
4 p.m.

4-H Scholarships
Due Oct. 31

The Lancaster County 4-H program offers
a variety of scholarships. Deadline is Oct. 31.
Information and applications are available
at the extension ofﬁce or online at http://
lancaster.unl.edu/4h. If you have questions,
contact Deanna Karmazin at 441-7180.

COLLEGE
The following college scholarships for
the 2006–07 school year are available to high
school seniors active in 4-H:
4-H Council—awards six $500 scholarships.
Lincoln Center Kiwanis—awards two
$2,000 scholarships.
Teen Council—awards two scholarships
to 4-H’ers who are active in Teen Council and
help with at least one major fundraiser.
Lane Scholarship—awards one $200
scholarship to a 4-H’er attending Raymond
Central High School.
4-H CAMP
The following scholarship goes toward
attending 4-H summer camp(s):
Joyce Vahle Memorial Scholarship—
awards one $100 scholarship to a youth age
8–14. Applicants should currently be, or have
been, enrolled in at least one sewing project.

5 p.m.
7 p.m.
Sep. 4

8 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

Market Steers & Heifers Show, New Arena
Market Lamb Show, Exhibit Hall Arena
Presentations cont’, Youth Complex Demo
Shopping in Style Fashion Show, Open Air
Auditorium
4-H All Stars Celebrity Autograph Session,
Exhibit Hall
Fashion Show, Open Air Auditorium
4-H Alumni Event, Exhibit Hall
4-H Ice Cream Social, Exhibit Hall
Swine Showmanship, Swine Arena
Governor’s Steer Show, New Arena

7:30 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m.

Breeding Heifers Show, New Arena
Dairy Show, Beef Arena
Rabbit Show, Small Animal Pavilion
Market Gilts/Market Barrows Show,
Presentations cont’, Youth Complex Demo

11 a.m.

Sep. 5

Presentations, Youth Complex Demo Rooms
Poultry Show, Small Animal Pavilion
Discover 4-H: Free Fun Activities for Kids!
Exhibit Hall
Sheep Promotion Contest, Exhibit Hall Arena
State Public Speaking Contest, Youth
Complex Demo Rooms
Breeding Sheep Show, Exhibit Hall Arena
Sheep Showmanship, Exhibit Hall Arena

Ak-Sar-Ben 4-H Youth
Expo, Sept. 27–Oct. 2
The 78th Ak-Sar-Ben 4-H Youth Livestock Exposition
will be held Sept. 27-Oct. 2 at the Qwest Center in Omaha.
More than 2,000 4-H families from an eight-state area participate in the Expo. For more information and complete schedule, go to http://www.aksarben.org.

Change to Health Certiﬁcates

Please note this year Ak-Sar-Ben will require 15-day
health certiﬁcates for all animals!

Partial Schedule

Sep. 27 8:30 a.m.–10 p.m. Horse Show
Sep. 28 8:30 a.m.–Noon

Horse Show

Sep. 30 7:30 a.m.
Dairy Show
12:00 Noon
Meat Goat Show
12:30 pm (following Dairy Show) Feeder Calf Show
Oct. 1

8 a.m.

Market Beef Show
Market Lamb Show
3 p.m.
Market Broiler Show
4 p.m.
First Round of Quiz Bowl Competition
7 p.m. (Following Lamb Show) Market Swine Showmanship

Oct. 2

7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9 p.m.

Market Swine Show
Breeding Heifer Show
Catch-a-Calf Catching Phase
Continue Quiz Bowl Competition

Community Service Corner
Havon Manor in Havelock and College View is requesting 4-H members to bring their fair exhibits to help
celebrate Assisted Living Week, Sept.11-17. The theme this
year is “A Fair to Remember.” For more information, contact Betty Maguire at Havelock location at 464-4017 and
for the College View location contact Mary Kenny at 4847442. This is an excellent community service opportunity.
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Strategies for Effective Management of Volunteers
Yelena Mitrofanova
UNL Extension Educator
Volunteering is one of the
most wide-spread activities in
American society, one which
has been a historical tradition.
During the current era, over
half of the American population
regularly becomes involved in
some sort of volunteer activity
during the course of the year.
According to U.S. Census, this
amounts to over 100 million
people donating time in excess
of 19 billion hours a year,
valued at over $150 billion per
year.
Some people have argued
volunteerism is dead, simply
because people in modern time
are busier with everyday tasks,
because of the increased number of single-parent households
and cross country mobility. But
it’s not true. People still ﬁnd
time to volunteer. Volunteers
come from all age groups, educational backgrounds, income
levels, genders and type of employment. Almost everyone can
be looked upon as a potential
volunteer.
Volunteers are often called

the best-kept secret in nonprofits. Nonproﬁt agencies across
the country report new volunteers are coming forward all
the time, asking how they can
become involved and make a
difference. While most volunteers work with nonproﬁt
agencies, a signiﬁcant portion
of them is connected with some
level of government. During
the last decade, volunteering
for government has been one
of the fastest growing areas of
volunteer involvement.
Probably the biggest
change has occurred in volunteering during the last 20 years
has been a shift towards volunteers who prefer shorter-term
commitments with agencies.
This shift has been caused by
a variety of factors, including
greater portions of households
with both parents working and
greater demand by agencies
for the available volunteers.
Therefore, it is necessary to
pay greater attention to the
needs and requirements of the
volunteers, including providing
tasks with limited time commitment and greater ﬂexibility in
scheduling.

Understanding Why People Volunteer
Volunteers become involved for a variety of reasons. The
ten most popular reasons are:
1. They desire to serve others.
2. They have a sense of pride in helping.
3. They want to make a difference.
4. They want to help someone in need.
5. They were asked to volunteer.
6. They want to share their special gifts and talents.
7. They want to feel good about themselves.
8. They are looking for a cause to believe in.
9. They volunteer because no one else has.
10. They volunteer because it is exciting for them.
Other reasons often cited include:
• Interest in the work or activity.
• Wanted to learn and gain experience.
• Had a lot of free time.
• Know someone who was involved.
• Religious concerns.

Why People Do Not Volunteer
Ever wonder why people don’t volunteer? Blue Moon
Communications, a fund-raising consulting ﬁrm in Delaware,
conducted a survey and came up with the following reasons:
• Because no one asked me to.
• The work might be too physically demanding.
• I do not have enough time.
• They do not have child care.
• I might have to acquire some ﬁnancial expenses, such as
meals and parking fees.
• I am afraid I won’t know how to operate equipment.
Source: “Managing A Nonproﬁt: How To Write Winning Grant Proposals, Work
With A Board, And Build A Fundraising Program,” by John Reedle with Tere
Drenth, 2002

Volunteer Program Design
In order to run a successful volunteer program, you
must understand it requires
the same type of managerial
effort any other program operation would require. Before
your agency starts recruiting
volunteers, you have to realize why the agency wishes to
utilize volunteers and what
the beneﬁts and problems
are likely to be of volunteer
utilization.
Possible beneﬁts include:
• Delivery of services at a
reduced cost.
• Access to additional expertise and technical assistance.
• Better contact with the community/public recognition.
• Better assistance to clients.
Possible disadvantages
include:
• Lack of control and reliability of volunteers.
• Time demands of volunteer
management and supervision.
• Potential negative impact on
paid jobs.
• Difﬁculty in recruiting
enough qualiﬁed volunteers.
There are six basic strategies in the design and running of an effective volunteer
program:

Job Development
and Design

The work must be
meaningful and signiﬁcant,
both to the agency and to the
clientele. The work must be
needed and should be interesting to someone. This means
your volunteer job must have
a goal or a purpose the volunteer can work to accomplish
and can feel good about having achieved. Thus, volunteers need clearly deﬁned jobs
that have been thoughtfully
prepared.
The keys to recruiting,
motivating and supervising a volunteer are built into
the job description. The job
description is your planning
tool to help your volunteers
understand the results to be
accomplished, what tasks
are involved, what skills are
required and other important
details about the job.

Recruitment
The ﬁrst rule of recruiting
volunteers is to make every
prospective volunteer feel

special. When people feel
wanted or needed, they are
more likely to respond to your
appeal for help, even when
they are already busy. Be enthusiastic when asking people
to volunteer.
When your agency needs
a large number of volunteers
for a short period of time
(as in a special event), you
should use the following
basic methods for dissemination of information about the
program/event: distribution of
brochures; posters; speaker’s
bureaus; notices in periodicals; word of mouth.
Sometimes your agency
is attempting to recruit target
groups of volunteers already
familiar with your agency
or with the problem you are
addressing. One of the most
effective recruitment techniques is having your staff or
volunteers ask their friends
and acquaintances to volunteer.

Screening and
Interviewing

Guiding the entire process of an interview must be
an idea you are looking for
the best qualiﬁed person to ﬁll
the job. The interview questions should reﬂect the job
for which you are conducting
the interview. The interview
could be an “oral test” or a
“friendly chat” depending on
the skills needed for the job.
The main point in interviewing is to listen to what the
candidate has to say and
allow him/her to answer your
questions free of interruptions. Remember, the volunteer is also checking out you
and your agency.

Orientation and
Training

Orientation involves
giving volunteers an adequate
background on the agency, its
operation and its procedures.
A good orientation
program will provide the following types of information:
description and history of
the organization; description
of the overall programs and
clientele of the organization;
the sketch of organizational
structure; orientation to the
facilities; knowledge of gen-

eral policies and procedures;
description of volunteer management system.
On the other hand,
training is the process of
instructing volunteers in the
speciﬁc job-related skills. It is
designed to tell the volunteer:
how they are supposed to
perform their particular job;
what they are not supposed to
do in their job; what to do if
an emergency or unforeseen
situation arises.

Supervision
Supervision of volunteers
is no different than supervision of any other type of staff
for an agency. It requires the
same care and skills for interpersonal relations.
Volunteers must be
treated as individuals — their
motivations are different
and their styles are different.
The supervisor must be able
to accommodate individual
variations.
Volunteers can suffer
from burnout just like any
staff member. Rotate volunteer positions when time and
conditions permit.

Recognition
Volunteer recognition is
a very important process of
rewarding and motivating
volunteers who contributed
their time and energy to the
organization. Remember to
send a thank-you card or note,
and not just when their job
is completed. People need to
hear how much they are appreciated at other times.
There are two basic types
of volunteer recognition
efforts: awards (certiﬁcates,
pins, group photographs,
T-shirts, caps and other small
gifts) and events (lunches
and dinners, picnics, parties
and celebrations, ﬁeld trips,
National Volunteer Week
celebration, etc.).
Sources:
•“Managing A Nonproﬁt” by John
Reedle with Tere Drenth
• “Essential Volunteer Management”
by Rick Lynch and Steve McCurley,
available for sale from VMSystems/
Heritage Arts Press, 1807 Prairie,
Downers Grove, IL 60515 (708964-1194). Excerpts from the book
are online at http://www.casanet.
org/program-management/volunteermanage/index.htm

5-Day Grantsmanship Training, Sept. 12–16

The Grantsmanship Training Program will be offered to the Lincoln community Sept.
12–16 at the Lancaster Extension Education Center. The intensive, “hands-on” workshop covers all aspects of researching grants, writing proposals and negotiating with
funding sources.
Designed for both novice and advanced grant seekers, the program participants are
given follow-up services, including expert grant proposal reviews for a full year following training. To maximize personal attention, the group size for the ﬁve-day program is
limited to 30 participants. The cost of the training program is $825.
Since 1997, University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension has hosted The Grantsmanship Training Program. Approximately 150 individuals representing various Lincoln
agencies, surrounding communities and states have participated.
To apply for a scholarship or register, contact The Grantsmanship Center at 800421-9512 or online at http://www.tgci.com. For local information, call Gary C. Bergman,
University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension at 441-7180.

EXTENSION CALENDAR
All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless otherwise noted.

AUGUST
25

State Fair 4-H Entry Day, 4-H Building, State Fair Park . . . . . . 7:30–10 a.m.

AUG. 25–SEPT 5

NEBRASKA STATE FAIR, STATE FAIR PARK

SEPTEMBER

6
7–8
9
11
12–13
15–16
20
26
27

4-H Council Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
55 ALIVE Driver Safety Course. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12:30–4:30 p.m.
Lancaster Extension Board Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 a.m.
4-H Teen Council Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 p.m.
The Grantsmanship Training Program
Nebraska Women In Agriculture Conference, Kearney Holiday Inn, Kearney
4-H Kick Off . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 p.m.
Family & Community Education (FCE) Council Meeting . . . . . . . . . . 1 p.m.
Leader Training, “Credit Card, Friend or Foe?”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 p.m

Sept 27–Oct 2
28–29
29

AkSarBen 4-H Livestock Exposition, Qwest Center, Omaha

Hands-on Termite Applicator Training
4-H “Fair’s Over, Now What?” Volunteer Training . . . . . 9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m

Extension is a Division of the Institute
of Agriculture and Natural Resources
at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln
cooperating with the Counties
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

University of Nebraska–Lincoln Extension
in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road, Suite A
Lincoln, NE 68528-1507

Phone: (402) 441-7180
Web site: http://lancaster.unl.edu
E-mail: lancaster@unl.edu • Fax: 441-7148
Lancaster Extension Education Center
Conference Facilities
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln
Lobby Phone: 441-7170

Safety Course for Drivers 50 & Up, Sept. 7 & 8

University of Nebraska–
Lincoln Extension in Lancaster
County is co-sponsoring a 55
ALIVE Driver Safety Course
on Wednesday, Sept. 7 and
Thursday, Sept. 8, 12:30–4:30
p.m. Cost is $10 payable at the
ﬁrst class. Call 441-7180 to
register.
The AARP Driver Safety
Program is the nation’s ﬁrst
and largest classroom driver
refresher course especially
designed for motorists age 50
and older.
Drivers aged 55 and over,
compared with drivers aged
30–54, are involved in more
accidents per mile driven. The
number of accidents per mile
rises sharply at about age 75.
The eight-hour course is
taught in two, 4-hour sessions

spanning two days. The course
helps drivers reﬁne existing
skills and develop safe, defensive driving techniques. AARP
members and non-members
alike may take the course.
There are no tests.
The AARP Driver Safety
Program course covers the following topics:
• Vision and hearing changes
• Effects of medication
• Reaction time changes
• Left turns and other right-ofway situations
• New laws and how they affect
you
• Hazardous driving situations
Research shows a direct
link between the kinds of driving problems experienced by
older motorists and the physical changes that can occur in

all older persons. The loss of
vision, hearing and physical
strength is gradual and can go
virtually unnoticed until older
drivers are faced with a driving
emergency they are no longer
able to handle.
For example, the gradual
failure of sensory acuity associated with aging reduces the
quantity and accuracy of information capable of being processed. This reduces the ability
of the individual to respond or
react to his/her environment
with speed and judgement current trafﬁc often requires.
By being aware of these
normal age-related changes and
learning how they affect driving, older motorists can compensate for them and become
better drivers.

“Make it Yourself with Wool” Entries Due Oct. 31
The 2005 “Make It Yourself with Wool” will feature one state contest instead of district
competitions. It will be held Nov. 18–19 at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln East Campus.
Competition categories are Pre-Teen, Junior, Senior and Adult. Garments must be made of wool
fabric (or blends made with a minimum of 60 percent wool). Nebraska will choose a Junior
winner and a Senior winner at the state competition to represent the state in the National ﬁnals.
Entry fee is $5 for Pre-Teens and $10 for Juniors, Seniors and Adults. Entry forms are due
Oct. 31. For an entry form and more information contact Tracy at 441-7180.

This Nebraska Student Hails the
Husker Experience
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There is no place like Nebraska.

UNL Extension educational programs abide with the
nondiscrimination policies of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. We assure reasonable
accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act; for
assistance contact UNL Extension in Lancaster County at 441-7180.
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Lancaster County Fair Keeps Growing

The Lancaster County Fair has seen rapid growth
since moving to the Lancaster Event Center in 2001.
This year, the trend continued with increased exhibit
entries and overall attendance.
4-H at the County Fair shares in the growth.
• A total 4,331 4-H exhibits were showcased at this
year’s fair (includes static exhibits, animals and contest entries — does not include Clover Kids exhibits)
• 4-H Horse Show -- entries in the ﬁve-day 4-H Horse
Show were up signiﬁcantly and more horse stalls
were added to accommodate the increase.
• 4-H Beef Cattle and Dairy Cattle Shows -- entries
nearly doubled in past year and stalling space had to
be reconﬁgured.
• 4-H Poultry Show -- entries increased 21% in past
year; 1,050% in ﬁve years!
Jay Wilkinson, member of the Fair Board and
Extension Board helped construct more poultry pens.
“The increase in exhibits caused unexpected hassles,
but it’s a good problem to have,” he said.
4-H staff member Tracy Kulm said, “I’m constantly amazed at the quality and creativity of the projects
entered by 4-H youth.”
“Lancaster County 4-H would like to extend thanks
to all the volunteers who help make the county fair a
successful learning experience for youth,” said 4-H
staff member Gary Bergman. “Adults and youth working together is a foundation of youth development.”
This year, a second exhibitors breakfast was added
and nearly 1,000 meals served! Norm Nicholson of
Countryside Energy said, “We just want to support the
4-H and FFA youth in every way we can. Every year,
the breakfast just gets bigger and bigger.”
See page 8 for a complete list of 4-H sponsors.

New at this year’s fair was a 4-H Air Riﬂe Shooting Trailer presented
by the Lancaster County Shooting Sports 4-H Club. Certiﬁed
instructors supervised youth at the mobile shooting range.

Cotton Clover Candy at the 4-H Corner
Stop concession stand sold well.

One of the more colorful corners of the fair was the 4-H Clover Kids (ages 5–7)
static exhibits. Several youth shared their projects during Clover Kids Show & Tell.

Did you guess it? Find out at

Photo by Jim Kalisch, UNL Department of Entomology

Can You Guess It?

http://lancaster.unl.edu
Did you guess it from the August NEBLINE?
The answer was the beautiful shell of a painted turtle.

U.S. Drought Monitor Map

As of Aug. 9, Lancaster County was in moderate drought conditions.

For the most recent map, visit
www.drought.unl.edu/dm
Source: National Drought Mitigation Center, University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Right signal during the
4-H Bicycle Safety Contest.

Members of the Carpe Diem 4-H club created
a dozen Fun Sun Pinatas as “Summer Blast!”
fair theme decorations.

Proper grooming is an essential part of
showing animals.

How do you rope a steer? Practice, practice, practice!

Discover all the exciting opportunities 4-H can offer you!

Prizes!

4-H is op
to all yo en
ut
ages 5–1 h
8

4-H’ers
will share
d
complete
!
projects

Q & A!

Tuesday, Sept. 20
6–7:30pm
Lancaster Extension Education Center
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln
Lancaster County 4-H kicks off the 4-H year with an
opportunity for youth and their families to discover 4-H!
Four ways to get involved:
• Join an existing 4-H club
• Help form a new 4-H club
• Be an independent member
• Participate in 4-H activities such as camps

Find out more about 4-H at http://lancaster.unl.edu/

